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Prisoners Wont Work.

CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
MAKES BEST REPORT
Deposits are

Strongest Bank in the County Say Officers.
Increasing.
Contrary to a general belief
are not familiar
with banking securities, it is
not the bank with the largest
deposits that 1b the strongest
financially or in the best condition to accomodative its patrons and secure its depositors,
but the bank that can show the
largest cash and sight exchange in relation to its deposits and can convert its securities into cash on short notice, is the strongest and safest bank. In these particulars,
the Clovis National boasts of
its strength and lays claim to
the honor of being the strong
est in the county. .In their
statement published in this
weeks issue of the News they
show deposits of $125,000 and
Cash and Sight Exchange of
$45,000.
This indicates that
their cash and sight exchange
per cent of their
is thirty-fivdeposits or twice as much as
the law requires which is seventeen and a half per cent.
They also claim that they are
able to convert at least sixty
:w
per cent of tlnr h ' nnt
cash will. in thirty d.r. s. if ,;
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Mrs. Geo. E.
Claud, returned from Kansas says tho Amarillo News.
City Thursday where she acThat's nothing. If the New
companied
her daughter who Mexico legislature would give
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Ivan 0. Ciidgts a rlarmacist,
who was formerly employed at
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properly interests litre. I Jo is
associated w.th one of the largest dry goods concerns in the
state of Kansas and owns much
property there and in Oklahoma.
His holdings here include the
Post office building and fixtures
and the lot adjoining the News
office on the west.
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Farmers Day in Town Will be March 25th. Agricultural
Experts Will Speak.
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AGRICULTURAL DEMONSTRATORS COMING TO CLOVIS
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Prof. W. E. Carroon has been
as Superintendent of
the Clovis Schools for another
term. This is srood news as tho
Clovis schools have done srood
work during the past three years
under his supervision and there
has been no friction among the
faculty. This will make Prof.
Carroon 's third term in the
Clovis schools. He predicts that
the $18,000 bond issue will carrv
and that the new high school
building, which can be built for
that sum, will be sufficiently
large to accomodate the needs
ballot.
for some time to come.
There are fifteen girls in the
Elks Elect Office
graduating class this year and
Clovis Lodge No. 1244 B. P. O. the high school enrollment next
Elks held their annual election year will be large.
of officers Wednesday night, the
following being elected;
Praetorians Elect Office rs
Exalted Ruler, J. O. Prichard;
Clovis Council No. 770 Modern
Esteemed Leading Knight, J. E. Order of Praetorians met in
Shaw Van; Esteemed Loyal regular session Tuesday night
Knight. Ross Pixley; Secretary, and held their annual election of
Fritz Herod; Treasurer, J. C. officers for ensuing year. B. M.
Nelson; Tyler, Harry Miller; Brizendine, Sublime Augustus;
Trustee. A. Mandell; Represent- Tom Phelps, Senior Tribune;
A.
..; A ornate, II. H. M. Stokes, Junior Tribune;
J. ll E .more, Worthy Recorder;
IV t vol
O. U. S,iipwith, Wort'.iy Sooth- .. i'
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statement I ' n.
Jeposils have in

The Clovis Chamber of Com.
merce met at the Elks Home
Friday night for the purpose of
considering the proposed high
school bond issue which will be
submitted to a vote on Tuesday
April 6. The Chamber went on
record as favoring a $25,000.00
bond issue and if that amount is
not needed at this time, to sell
only such bonds as are required
keeping the balance in abeyance
for future use.
The board of education, how-tu- r
ltd already issued a call to
vote on $18,000 bonds and this
sum they considered sufficient
and the call was allowed to
as originally made for that
sum. Two school directors or a
complete board are also to be
elected.
This is the only kind of election in New Mexico where the
women can exercise the right of
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Taken to Asylum

Ernest U. Decker and Hodge
Moore were taken to the Asylum
at Las Vegas by officers this
Livestock Meeting
week, after they had been ad- March 25 w ill be another red judged insane by the court at
;r '! ikiy in CI v
It wi! bf i'"!aa.
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Fire broke out in the C. J.
Quante residence on the corner
of Wallace Street and Hager-ma- n
Avenue about eight o'clock
Saturday morning and did some
damage to building and furniture before being extinguished.
The fire resulted from an
explosion of a gasolene stove in
the rooms occupied by Mi. and
Mrs. Poppy in the second story
of the building which was occupied bv Hugh Bell and Henry
Baker and families.
The Are department responded. promptly, even if driver Jack
Lewis did have to wait several
minutes for the arrival of the
firemen, and the blaze was
quickly under control.
The furniture damaged whieh
belonged to Hugh Bell, was insured for $200. and the house
for $1,009 with the Baker
Agency.

Chamber Favors Bond Issue

Otho Murphy, who wan con
victed at the recent term of
District court for gambling and
other charges and sentenced to
a term in the county jail was
brought down town with other
prisoners Monday by the officers for the purpose of clearing the mud from the street
crossings, but all evidently con
sidering that such employment
was not only unremunerative
but undignified, refused to
work. The officers were without means to compel them and
after listening to their "back
talk" for awhile, marched
them back to the county baatile
where Sheriff Moye says they
will be dieted on bread and
water until
they decide to
change their attitude. It is
rather humiliating for some
who so narrowly
escaped a
prison sentence to be compelled to do such ungentlemanly labor, but such is life, Herschel
Taylor was given the exalted
position as bosii of the job, but
his subordinates all bid for the
same position.
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Early Morning Fire.

MARCH 12, 1915

Mew Mexico.
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From March 15 to March 25,
the Agricultural Demonstrator
of the Santa Fe System, joined
by the Extension Department of
the New Mexico Agricultual
College, will hold a series of
farmers' meetings, a t 1:30
o'clock in the afternoo l and will
be at Clovis on Thursdiy, March
25.

The agricultural workers will
contend that there are ways and
means through which the farms
of all this country may be made
to give richer and more profitable returns to their owners.
Prompted by the belief that these
ways and means exist, and a desire to give them to the people
of the communities, experts
have been secured to give lectures and addresses for the edifi
cation of those who attend.
Livostock as an adjunct to every
farm, will be urged by some of
the speakers, while others will
have allied subjects including
the orchard, the garden, the
poultry and general farm co
operation for self help.
Purely theoretic treatment of
the subjects out lined will not
be countenanced, and men with
a practical experience will give
tried and dependable facts to
their audiences. Men, women
and ch.ldren are not only invited
bat are urod to attend these
iii'.ieiir.ys. The great subject of
agriculture, with its allied and
important topics, will be handled
in a clear and convencing manner.
It is suggested by the agricultural men and their assistants,
that thi business men of the
various communities to be visited, may be of great assistance
through arousing, the interest of
the people, and thus secure a
liberal attendance. Some meeting place should be secured in
which the people may assemble,
and hear the addresses and lectures.
They will also hold a meeting
at Mejrose on Wednesday March
24.

A. L. Cox, the scientific farmer, who as done as much to
encourage soil tilling in eastern
New Mexico as any of the pioneer farmers, was in the city
on business Monday.

GETTING READY FOR YOU
4
N

In a few days we will unpack our new dry goods which are arriving
daily and we will be ready to supply you with new goods right from the

eastern markets.
The repair work in our new dry goods department is progressing rapidly and already all kinds of new goods are arriving. They include Dresses, Waists, Suits, Coats, Embroideries, Etc.

HOW ABOUT THAT NEW EASTER SUIT?

MANDELL CLOTHING & DRY GOODS COMPANY
l

THE CLOVIS NEWS

The Trey O' Hearts
A Novelized Vernon of tha Motion Picture Dram of Usa
Produced by tha Universal Film Co.
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Ffm Hmmm,."

ft BmC'Th Blmk &.. ab.
Ins Iks Meters "reJectles

"Tim

DloiUtUd wiia rkeUfraeee

"I'll pay yon ten thousand dollars
for the life of tht juan I will name."
The eyes of tlaa bandit narrowed.
"Hold, on, "my friend: Is that what you
call my naming my own price?"
"Name It, then," said Trine.
"Give me a thousand on account," said
the other, "and a paper saying you'll
pay me nineteenMhousand more in exchange for it nd one dead man, properly Identified as the one you want
signed by you and your man's as
good as dead this minute, providing
he's in riding distance of this here

car."

Trine waved his hand at his secretary. "Jimmy, find a thousand dollars
three named Marrophat, who figured for this gentleman. Make out the
as his right-hanman and familiar paper be indicates for tbe balance,

Oeprrighl.Ula.tv Leale Joseph Vaaoe
11

SYNOPSIS.

d

The trev nf hearts

Is ttie

"death-sign- "

employed by Sciii'ra Trtn , In the priwhk-hthrough the
vate war nf vefweHm-r iile daiiahter, Judith, a woman
agum-of violent paaalons like hie own, he
against Alan Law. eon of the man, now
dead, who ana innocently respnnntble for
the aiTlilnii which rendered Trina a help-Ira- a
cripple. Alan loves Roae, Judlth'e
twin and double, hut in all other reipecta
her precise opposite. Judith promisee her
father In rnnipiim Alnn'e death, but under dramatic circumstances he aavea her
life, and en. unwillingly, wlna her love.
Thereafter Juillth In hv ttirne animated by
tha ulil hatred, the new love and Jealouay
of Ruee.
CHAPTER

XXXVI.

Detail.

Across the plain purple shadows
were sweeping,
like some
vast dark army Invading the land,
pouring nn over the rampart of moun-talnin the east.
Within l lie rim of hills that ringed
the plain like the chipped and broken
flange of a titanic saucer, silence
brooded and solitude, held sway
dwarfing the town of Detail that occupied the approximate middle of the
sagebrush waste, to proportions even
1'8r significant than might be Inferred
from the candor of its christening.
A platform, a Billing, a water tank, a
"Wells Fargo office and a telegraph and
ticket olllcc. backed hy three rough
frame buildings; tliat is Detuil Item-l.i'completely.
ShtivMy arter iiiuhtfalt the steol ribbons of ti e Santa r'e began to hum. A
headlight i"ered misplclouHly round a
shoulder ol' the eastern range, took
heart nf connce to lind the pluin still
wruuped in peace, and trudged stolidly Inward Hetail, the engine whose
eye it was iillini; niter it a string of
freight cars both Hal and box.
At Detail Ihe train paused.
Its
crew nlighied and engaged In aniDetail gathered that
mated ariiiiiiii-ut- .
the excitement was duo to the unaccountable disappearance of the
none seemed to huvo nny notion us to lien- It could have broken
loose; yet minting It conspicuously
was.
In Ihe prime that followed, while a
repert van telegraphed to headquarters nml lustrm Hons returned to proceed without delay, one of the trainmen s;'le.l a limiHh Arum lurking In
the open deer of an empty box car.
funning iy bearding this car from the
opMislte side, the trainman caught
the skulker unawares and booted him
valtiK'oriously Into the night.
As the figure alighted and took to
Its heels, liming itself In the darkness,
It uttered a cry of pained surprise and
protest which drew a wrinkle of
between the brows of the
eloBe-ranke-

a

d

trainman.
"Sounded like a woman's voice," he
mused; then dismissed the suggestion
as obviously absurd.
It was not. . . .
Shortly after the freight train had
gone on its way before, indeed, the
glimmer of Its rear lights had been
lost among the western hills a second headlight appeared in the eaBt,
wept swirtly across the plain and In
turn stopped at Detail.
The second blnl of passage proved
to be a locniiiotive drawing
single
car a Pullman.
Hardly hud It run past the switch,
however, when the brukeman dropped
down, ran quic kly back to the switch
and threw it open.
Promptly the train bucked on to the
aiding.
As the Pullman jolted across the
frogs the brukeman, Interposing himself between It and the tender, released the coupling.
Uy the time that the Pullman bad
come to a full stop on the siding, the
Ux'omotive was swinging westward
like a scared jackrabbit though no
uch
characterization
of the traitor passed the lips of any
one of the three men who presently
appeared on the Pullman's platform
and shook Impotent lists In the direction taken by the fugitive engine.
When the hit of these had run temporarily out of breath and blasphemy,
brief silence fell, punctuated by
groans from each, und concluded by
the sound of a voice culling from the
interior of the cur a voice as strangely sonorous of tune us it was curiously
querulous of accent.
The three men immediately ran back
into the cur und presented themselves
with countenances variously apologetic, to one who occupied a corner of
the drawing room: a man wrapped In
a steamer rug and a cloud of fury.
Now
when lie had drained the
muddy frolh of profanity from his temper it left a clear und effervescent
well of virulent humor: the wrath of
the valetudinarian Jjmii to vent Itself
upon the hapless lif udi of the trio who
stood before him.
While this was 'n process, the
person of boyish appcntuiice, who had
been keeping religiously aloof and inconspicuous In the buckground of Detail ever since that unhappy affair
with the trainman, stole quietly up to
the rear of the stalled I'uliman,
climbed aboard, and creeping down
the aisle unceremoniously interrupted
the conference Just as the invalid was
polishing off a rude but honest opinion
of the Intellectual caliber of one of the
,

y

genius.
"Amen to that!" the boyish person
ejaculated with candid terror, lounging gracelesaly
In
the doorway.
"There's many a true word epoken in
wrath, Mr. Marrophat. Father forgot
only one thing your masterly way
with a revolver. From what I've seen
of that, this day, I'll go ball that the
only safe place for a man you pull a
gun on Is right In front of the muzzle.
There's something downright uncanny
In the way you can hit anything but
what you aim at!"
"Judith!" exclaimed the Invalid.
"Where did you drop from."
"From that freight," Judith explained carelessly, neglecting to elucidate the exact fashion of her drop. "I
judged you'd be along presently, and
thought I'd like to learn the news.
Well what luck?"
Her father shrugged with his one
movable shoulder.
Mr.
Marrophat
grunted indignantly. The others shuffled uneasily and looked all ways but
one at the girl In man's clothing.
"None?" Judith Interpreted.
"You
don't mean to tell me that after I had
taken all that trouble east the caboose loose In the middle of that
trestle at the risk of my life you
didn't have the nerve to go through
with the business!"
"We went through with It all right,"
replied .Marrophat defensively; "but
as usuul, they were too quick for us.
They jumped out and dropped off the
trestle before our engine hit the
We smashed that to kindling
wood
but thoy got away Just In time
to miss the crash. And by the time
we had stopped and calmed down the
engineer well, It was dark and no
way of telling which way they had
run."
The girl started to speuk, but merely
dropped limp hands at her sides and
rolled her eyes helplessly.
"We do our best,'' Murrophut observed.
"We enn't be blamed If
something
always hapsomehow
pens to tip the others off."
The girl swung to face him with
blazing eyes. "Just what does that
mean?" she demanded In a dangerous
voice.
Marrophat
lifted
bis shoulders.
"Nothing much," he allowed. "I am
only thinking how strunge It le that
Mr. Law can't be caught by nny sort
of stratagem when you are on the job,
Miss Judith!"
The girl's hands were clenched Into
fists, white knuckles showing through
the flesh. "You contemptible puppy!"
she snapped.
Hut on this her voice fulled; for her
tyes traveled past the person of Mr.
Marrophat to the doorway of the drawing room and found it framing a

...

stranger.

"Excuse me, friends," he offered In
drawl. "It pains
me considerable to butt in on this
happy family gathering, but business
la business, same as usual, and I got
to est you-al- l
to please put up your

a lazy,

hands!"
"What

s

do you want?" Ihe invalid demanded.
"Why," drawled the bandit, "nothing
In particular only your cash. Shell
out. If you please gents all and the
lady, too." He ran an appreciative
glance down the figure which Judith's
disguise revealed rather than con"If you'll pardon my taklu'
cealed.
notice," he amended. "Perhaps I
wouldn't If the lady's clothes didn't fit
quick!"
her so
"Keep a civil tongue In your head,
my man!" Judith counseled, without
any show of fear.
At the same time her father's voice
brought her to her senses.
"Judith! lie quiet. Let me deal
I am sure we
with this gentleman.
can come to some arrangement."
"You bet your life," agreed the gentleman as the girl mutinously stepped
buck. '"I know what I want, und you-al- l
know you got it: so the name of
the said arrangement is Just 'shell
out.' "
"One minute," the invalid interposed. "Don't misunderstand me: I
guarantee you shall be amply satis,
I give you my word
the word
fled.
of Seneca Trine."
The eyes of the bandit widened.
"No? Is that so? Seneca Trine, the
railroad king? Sores you're born
you're him: I've seen your picture
Well,
in the papers a dozen times.
now, It looks like I'd drawn a full
bouse to this pair of deuces, dou't it?
You ought to be able to pay something
handsome "
"I'll pay you far more handsomely
than you dream of if you'll do as I
wish," Trine interrupted quickly. "Do
me the service 1 wUh und name
your price: whatever It Is, you shall
have It!"
"Nothing could be fuirer'n that!"
man admitted suspiciousthe two-guly. "Hut what's the number of this
here service like you call it?"
"Listen to me." Trine bent his head
forward and jabbed the air with an
emphatic forefinger. "Whut's the life
of a man worth In this neck of tbe
woods?"
"How much you got?"

and 11! sign it."
"Ain't you powerful trustful, Mr.
Trine? How do you know I'll do anything more'n pocket that thousand and
fade delicately away."
"My daughter and this gentleman,
Mr. Marrophat, will accompany you.
"Oh, that's the way of it, Is It?"
"Name?" Interjected the secretary,
writing busily with the top of his at
tache case for a desk.
"Slade," said the bandit, "James
Blade." Again Trine punctured the at
mosphere with his Index linger. "The
man whose life I want la named Alan
Law. He la running away with my
daughter, Rose, accompanied by a person named Barcus, disguised as a Pullman porter "
"The three of them having recent'
escaped from a train wreck up yonder
on the trestle?" Hopi Jim Interposed.
"You've met them?" Judith demanded, whirling round.
"About an hour ago, or maybe an
hour and a half." llopl Jim replied, "a
good ways down the road. They
stopped and ast where they could get
put up fcr the night. I kindly directed
them on to Mesa, down in the Pulnted
bllle yonder."
CHAPTER XXXVII,

Flreplsy.
Contented with the promise of a
thousand dollars advunce on his contract, providing he returned with
horses within a stipulated time, Mr.
liopi James Slade drifted quietly away
Into the desert night.
Well content, persuaded that the
morrow 's sun would never set upon a
world tenanted by one Alan Law, that
nionomanlnc, Seneca Trine, forgot his
recent ill temper and set himself diplomatically to adjust the differences between his daughter, Judith, and hie
first lieutenant, Murrophut.
It was no facile tusk: Marrophat
could not be trusted to work with a
single mind because of his infatuation
for Judith: Judith could no more be
trusted faithfully to serve out her vow
to bring Alan Law to her father's feet,
alive or deud, because O cruel Irony
of Kate! she herself hud fnllen In
love with that same man wlinoe death
she had pledged herself to compaso.
Only when, as now, half mud with
jealousy, determined to see Alan dead
rather than yield him to the woman
ho loved, her sister, might Judith be
counted upon to serve her father in
his lust for vengeance as he would be
served and even so not without Marrophat at her elbow to egg her on
through her resentment of his survell-- '
lance. Neither could be trusted, Indeed, to work alone to the desired
for Trine had secret reason to fear lest Marrophat might,
given opportunity, connive at Alan's
escupe in order that he might marry
Itose and so throw Judith back Into
his, Marrophat's, arms.
Poor, deluded fool!
Such wus the private comment of
Mnrtophnt's muster.
For all that. It was the man and not
his daughter, whom Trine designated
to lend the expedition, cunningly
counting on Judith's chagrin to work
upon her passions and excite her to
one lust, mud, blind attempt that
should prove successful.
Smiling his secret smile, Trine announced his decision at the lust moment, while llopl Jim waited with his
horses and an assistant one Texas
for whose utter innocence of scruples
Mr. Slade unhesitatingly vouched.
Sullenly submissive, at least in outward seeming, Judith bowed to this decision, marched out of the car, and
suffered Marrophat to belp her mount
her horse.
Now, deliberately, as the little cavalcade rode through the moonlit desert
night, the girl maneuvered her horse
to the side of Hopi Jim, and then
dropped back, permitting Marrophat
to lead the way w ith Texas.
As deliberately she set herself to
work upon the bandit's susceptibility
to her charms.
Within an hour she had him ready
to do anything to win her smile.
In that first rush of golden day
the land, the party came quietly
Into the town of Mesa, riding slowly In
order that the noise of their approach
might not wurn the fugitives, who
Hopi asserted confidently would still
be sound asleep in the accommodation offered by the town's one hotel.
It wus to be termed a town only in
courtesy, this Mesa: a straggling
street of shacks, ramshackle relics of
what had once been a promising community, the half-wastation between
the railroad and the mining camps
secreted In the fastnesses of the Paintnow abandoned, their
ed hills cam
very names almost faded out of the
memory of mankind.
Midway in this string of edifices tbe
hotel stood a rough, unpalntcd, wooden edifice, mainly veranda and barroom as to its lower floor.
Jealously Judith watched the windows of the second floor: and she
alone of tbe four detected the face that
showed for one brief Instant well back
in the shadows beyond one of the bedroom windows a face that glimmered,

momentarily with the pallor o!
ghost'e against the background of that
obscurity, and then was gone.
Her eyes alone, indeed, could have
recognized the features of Alan Law
in thai fugitive glimpse.
Two sentences exchanged between
Hop! Jim and a blear-eyefellow
whom he roused from sodden slumbers
behind the bar sealed their confidence
with conviction: the three fugitives
were in fact guests of the bouse, occupying two of the three rooms that
composed Ite upper story.
In the rush that followed up the
narrow stairway, Judith led with such
spirit that not even Marrophat sus
pected her revolver was poised solely
with intent to shoot from his band his
own revolver the Instant he leveled
It at a human target.
Closed and locked doors confronted
them: and their summons educed no
f response;
while the first door, when
broken in by a whole-soulekick, dis
covered nothing more satisfactory
than an empty room. Its bed bearing
the Imprint of a woman's body, but
that woman gone.
From the one window, looking down
the side of the house, Texas announced
that the woman had not escaped by
Jumping out.
So it seemed that the three must
have had warning of their arrival,
after all; and presumably were now
herded together In the adjoining room,
which looked out over the veranda
roof, waiting in fear and trembling
for the assault that must soon come
and in fact Immediately did.
Hut It met with more stubborn re
sistance thun had been anticipated.
The door had been barricaded from
by
within
furniture
placed against it. Four minutes and
the united efforts of four men (Includ
ing the bleary loafer of the barroom)
were required to overcome Its inert re
sistance. Put even when it was down,
ihe room was found to be as empty as
the first.
Only the fingers of two hands gripping the edge of the veranda roof
d

d

showed

the

way

the fugitives

hud

Howl; and these vanished instantly ns
the room was Invaded.
Followed a swift rush of hoofs down
the dusty street, and a chorus of blasphemy in the hotel hallway: for Ju
dith hud headed the concerted rush
for the staircase and contrived to
block It for a full half minute by pre
tending to stumble and twist her
ankle.
In spite of that alleged Injury, she
never limped, and wasn't a yard bo- -

vrc

v.

edge, threw htmseJf flat and rwrl
brushed bis person tolerably clear of the
bitterly, with an accent of grievance,
clouds of dust and profanity, and departed tn search of a mount to replace as he rose. canyon below a dull noise
From the
y
the horse that had been shot under
galloping hoofs advertised too plain-lhim: and Judith sat her horse calmly, of
of their attempt.
failure
the
exas
smlllrg sweet Insolence Into the
only to
And Hopi Jim turned back
perated countenance of Marrophat.
reining her horse
mounted,
Judith
And
Incidentally
the fugitives disaphim and Marrophat, and
peared round a bend In the road that in between
to give emphasis to what she
led directly Into the wild and barren preparedsay
with an automatic pistol
bad to
heart of the Painted hills.
snugly in her palm.
nestled
that
beelapsed
In the brief Interval that
Mr. Slade," she sugmoment,
"One
MarroJim,
fore his return with Hopi
a moment before
evenly.
"Juat
gested
bandit
phat contrived to persuade tbe
to Mr. Marronews
sad
the
break
you
that Judith had been, at least lndi
say that needs
to
something
I've
phat.
rectly, responsible for the catastrophe,
likewise, your respect.
with the upshot that, temporarily your attention
1 am parting company with
blinded to her fascinations by the nut It Is this:
Marrophat. I am riding
ter of nineteen thousand dollars in the you and Mr.tbe west, by this trail. U
toward
on
maintained
Slade
near distance, Mr.
care to follow me" the
hie distance and a deaf ear to her either of you
ominously In the
flashed
automatic
The only information
blandishments.
with full knowl-edg- e
will
be
"It
glare
sun
as to their purpose that she was able
Mr. Marroconsequences.
the
of
to extract from either man, when the
you if you hav
pursuing party turned aside from the phat will enlighten
my ability to take care of
main trail, some distance from Mesa, any doubt of
this. If you
was that Hopi Jim knew a short cut myself in such affairs as
turn back
through the range, via what he termed are well advised, you will
my father."
to
report
failure
and
hoped
they
upper
trail, by which
the
She nodded curtly and swung her
to be able to bead the fugitives off before they could gain the desert on the horse round.
"And what shall I tell your father
far side of the hills.
demanded
Only at long Intervals did they draw from you?" Marrophat
sharply.
rein to permit Hopi Jim to make
"What you please," the girl replied,
of the lower trail that
an Impish smile
flashing
of
side
valley
on
the
far
threaded tbe
"But, since when I part company with
the ridge.
Toward noon he returned In haste you, I part with him as well for all ol
from the last of these survey- s- me, you may tell him to go to the
scrambling recklessly down the moun devil!"
"Well," Mr. Marrophat admitted contain-sidand throwing himself upon
fidentially to Mr. Slade, "I'm damned!"
his horse with the advice:
d
"Aud that ain't all," Mr. Slade
"We've headed 'em can make It
in Mr. Marrophat, whipping out
now If we ride like all
For half an hour more they pushed his own revolver: "You're being held
on at the best speed to be obtained up, too. I'll take those guns of your'n,
from their weary animals, at length friend, and what else you've got about
drawing rein at a point where the trail you that's of value, Including your boss
and when you get buck to old man
crossed the ridge and widened out
upon a long, broad ledge that over Trine you can just tell him. with my
hung the valley of the lower trull, with best compliments, that I've quit the
a clear dio-- i to the latter from the Job and 111 out after that daughter of
hls'n. She's a heap sight more at t mobrink of a good two hundred feet.
One hasty look buck and down Into tive thun nineteen thousand dollars,
the valley evoked a grunt of satisfac- uud not half so hard to earn!"
tion from Hopi Jim.
CHAPTER XXXIV.
"Just In time," he asseverated. "Here
they come! Ten minutes more .
Burnt Fingers.
Ills smile answered Marrophat's
Once she bad lost touch with her fv
with unspeakable cruel significance
"Texus will sleep better tonight tiler's creatures, the girl drow rein
when ho knows how I've squared tht) and went on more slowly aud cautiously.
deal for him!" the bandit declared.
Helow her, In the valley, the lower
"What are you going to do?" Judith
demanded, reining her horse In beside trull wound its facile way. From time
to time she could discern upon some
Marrophat us the latter dismounted.
A gesture drew her attention to a naked stretch of Its length a cloud ot
huge boulder poised Insecurely on the dust, or perhaps three mounted figures, scurrying madly on with fear of
very Up of the chusm.
"We're going to tip that over nn death snapping at their heels.
It was within an hour of midnight,
your friends, Miss Judith!" Marrophat
and bitter cold nn
replied, with a smack of relish in his a night
"Simple neat elllcient eh? the heights, and bright with moonvoice.
light, when Alan's party made Its last
What more can you ask?"
She answered only with nn irreprcsa pause and camped to rest against the
Marrophat's dawn, unconscious of the fact that, a
Ible gesture of horror.
laugh followed her us she turned awny. quarter of a mile above them, on the
For some moments she strained her upper trail, a lonely woman paused
vision vainly, endeavoring to pene whim they paused and mude her own
trate the turbulent currents of super- camp on the edge of a sharp declivity.
The level sliufls of the rising sun
heated air that filled the valley. Then
she made out Indistinctly the faintly uwukencd her. She sut up, rubbed her
marked line of the lower trull; and eyes, yawned, stretched limbs sttft
Immediately she caught a glimpse of with the hardship of sleeping on unthree small figures, mounted, tolling yielding, sun baked earth und of a
painfully toward the point where death sudden sturted up, surprised by tbe
awaited them like a bolt from the bhie. grating of footsteps on the earth behind her.
Hastily she glanced
Hopi Jim and Marrophat, ignoring her,
Ilefore she could turn, however, she
were straining themselves uguinst the was caught und wrapped in the arms
boulder without budging It an inch, of llopl Jim.
She mustered all her strength and
for all its apparent nicety of poise. For
an instant a wild hope flushed through wits and will for one last struggle
her mind, but it wus Immediately
and In a frenzied moment managed to
when Hopi Jim stepped back break his hold a trifle, enough to enand uttered a few words of which only able her to enutch ut the pistol hangtwo "dynamite" and "fuse" reached ing from her belt and present it at his
her ears.
head.
Kneeling beside the boulder he dug
But It exploded harmlessly, spend'
busily for an instant, then lodged the ing Its bullet on the blue of the mornstick to his satisfaction, attached the ing sky. The bandit caught her wrist
fuse, and breaking off, edged on his In time, thrust It aside and subjected
belly to the edge of the cliff and It to such cruel nressure and nrh
nf.
looked down, carefully calculating the age wrenching that the pietol dropped
length of the fuse by the distance ef trom lingers numbed with pain.
the party down below from the spot
And now all hint of mercy left his
where the rock must fall.
eyes; remained only the glare of rage.
Hut while he was so engaged and He put forth all his stream h in turn.
Marrophat aided him, all eager inter aud Judith was as a child In
his hands.
est, Judith was taking advantage of In half a minute he had her helpless.
disregard
of her.
their
in as much time more her back was
Hurriedly unbuttoning her jacket. breaking across his knee,
while he
she whipped a playing card from her bound her with loop after loop of hie
pocket, a trey o' hearts, and with the rawhide lariat.
stub of a pencil scribbled three words
Thun, leaving her mnniBiitarll
on its fuce "Dunger! flo back!"
supine on the ground. Honl Jim eauahl
Then finding a small, flatfish bit of and unhobbled her horse,
and without
rock, she bound the card to it with troubling to saddle It,
lifted the girl
one
more
string;
and
with
a bit of
to Its buck, and placed her there, face
backward glance to make sure she upward, catching her hands
and feL
was not watched, approached
the as they fell on either flank of
the ani
brink.
mal, with more loops of
Hopi Jim was meticulously shorten able rawhide, and deftlythat unbreakplacing the
ing the fuse, Marrophat kneeling by master knot of tbe
hitch that bound
his side.
this human pack well beyond possiIn the canyon below the three were bility of her
reach.
within two minutes of the danger
She panted
nraver for
point.
laughed In her face, bent and kissed
It was do trick at all to drop the her brutally, and stepped
back laughstone so that it fell within a dozen ing to admire his handiwork .
. .
feet of tbe leuding horseman.
Thus he. stood for an Instant ha.
She saw him rein In suddenly, dis tween tho horse
and tbe edge of the
mount, cuet a look aloft, then dismount declivity,
a fair mark, stark against
and pick up the warning.
the sky, for one who stood In
val
As the others Joined him. he de ley below, holding his rifle withtheeneee
tached the card and showed It to them. Angers, waiting for JubI
such opporAt the same time llopl Jim and Mar tunity with the sumo Impatience
with
rophat jumped up and ran back, each which he had waited
for It ever since
seizing and holding his horse by nose the noise of
debris kicked over the
and bridle.
edge by the struggling man and
Constrained to do likewiso lest she woman lind drawn
his attention to
lose her mount, Judith waited with a what was going on
above.
lightened heart , - .
Alan pressed the trlir ?nr and tha
The explosion smote dull echoes shot
sounded clear In the mnrnlnsfrom the flanks of the Painted hills, stillness,
Judith saw a look of agall drowsing In the noou-dahush: grieved amazement cross the
fana at
the boulder teetered reluctantly on the Hopi Jim
Slade.
brink, then disappeared with a tearThen he threw his hands out. clawed
ing sound followed by a rush of earth
blindly at the air, staggered, reeled
and gravel; a wide gap appeared In against
the horse's flank so heavily
tbe brink of the trail.
It shied in fright, and abruptly
that
Leaving Marrophat to hold the two
shot from sight over tbe edge of Ut
frightened
horses
while the girl bluff.
soothed her own, the bandit rushed to
(TO BE CONTINUED
e

con-llde-

"

bell-clea- r

Wo

Caught the Skulker Unawares.
hind the first who broke from the
hotel to the open, nor yet appreciably
behind him in vaulting tn saddle.
Well up the roud a cloud of smoky
dust half obscured the shapes of three
who rodo for their very lives.
Tlx- pursuit was off in a twinkling
and well bunched Marrophat's mount
leading by a nose, Judith second, llopl
Jim and Texas but little In the rear.
And In the first rush they seemed to
gain; moment by moment they drew
up on the flying cloud of dust.
Judith heard an oath muttered,
her and saw Marrophat jerking a
revolver from Its holster. The weapon
swept up and to a level; but as the
hammer fell, Judith's horse caromed
heavily against the other, swinging it
half a dozen feet aside, and dellectlng
the bullet hopelessly.
The shock of collision was so groat
that Marrophat kept his seat with difficulty. He turned toward Judith a
face livid with rage.
Simultaneously, as if taking the shot
as the signul for a fusillade, Judith
saw Alan lean buck over hie horse's
rump and open lire.
,
An instant later his companion,
imitated his example.
In Immediate, consequence,
Texas
dropped reins, slumped forward over
the pommel, wubbled weakly In his
saddle for a moment, then losing the
stirrups, pitched headlong to the
ground;
while Hopi Jim's horse
stopped short, precipitating his rider
overhead, and dropped dead.
-

Har-cub-

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

The Upper Trail.
In the ten minutes' delay necessitated by this reverse, a number of
more or less lonocent bystanders
picked up the man Texas and carried
him off to breathe his last beneath a
roof; Hopi Jim picked himself up,
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Great pring Openings
Grisamore & Osborne's

MILLINERY AND LADIES' TOGGERY
Millinery Opening March 20th

Ladies' Toggery

We cordially invite you to come and see our

Our new line of goods has arrived and we have
everything in the new spring styles in Dresses Suits,
Evening Dresses and Neckwear.
Never before have we had such a varied and
popular selection of Ladies Wearing Apparel.

EXCLUSIVE MODELS
Styles for every occasion. Our reasonable
prices are sure to please you. T e new spring
styles are very attractive and we want you to
come and see them whether you buy or not.
Our small "Tiperary Turbans" are the leading models for early spring. The large mod
el is the "Shepherdess."

People are judged largely by their
personal appearance these days and it
costs no more to be dressed in new.
stylish,
perfect fitting garstyles and
ments than in
antiquated designs.

Remember the Opening Date, March 20th

Always bear in mind that we have
the "Kabo" Corsets and "Fownes"

m

Easter is April 4th

up-to-da-

te,

out-of-da- te

fKKABO

Gloves.

w

7ta

COUCT

MRS. I. B. L. OSBORNE MRS. EX. GRISAMORE
W. B. McBrayer, who has a
well improved farm near Texico,
was in the city today.
Mr. Pollard, recentiy from
Pay your poll tax at the P. 0. Denver, has accepted a position
NewsStand.
as boiler maker at the shops.
A. L. Gurley, the broker, went
Mrs. C. J. Shorrett, mother of
to St Louis onjbusiness last week.
E. K. Shorrett, arrived from
Mrs. Cofer, of Dalhart, was in Lakewood Monday and will
the city Monday and will go out visit here for a few days.
to her claim west of Clovis.
Fred
Road Commissioners
Dressmaking and Millinery-M- iss
in
were
Homan
Ed
and
James
South
Lucy Turner, 111
the city on business the first of
Main St.
the week.
Ben 0. Singlet erry, of near
Texico, was in the city on busi- Cattle Inspector, Ben Birdwell,
returned from El Paso the first
ness Saturday.
of the week, where he attended
Stoneware, Crocks, Churns
convention.
and Jugs. -- Barry Hardware Co. the
Attorney Harry Patton reJ. D. "Farmer" Fleming was
in from dis place Southwest of turned from Santa Fe Thursday where he had been on
town Saturday and Monday.
business for a week.
District Attorney K. K. Scott,
Undertaker C. V. Steed reof Ros weil, was in the city Satfrom Fort Sumner
turned
urday on business.
Thursday
where he went to
Altus Loganbill, son of C. E.
burial, the body of
prepare
for
Loganbill, of Geary, Oklahoma,
Barrett.
named
a
man
is in the city for a weeks visit.
No, 1 "The Guaranty Fund
G. V. Johnson, who owns one
of the best tracts of land in Dank of Farwell, is in position
the county, was in town on to make some cattle loans, any
size you want if the collaterals
business Saturday.
good."
Mrs. Charlie Fimple left Sun
I have just opened a Dress
day for Omaha. Nebraska,
making and Millinery establishwhere she will visit relatives.
South Main St.
See the Curren Agency for ment at 111
where I would be pleased to see
Fire Insurance,
my friends and patrons. Miss
Nels Anderson, of near Have- Lucy Turner.
ner, was in town Wednesday
The last installment of the
and reports the arrival of a big
ten pound baby girl at his home "Million Dollar Mystery" was
shown to a crowded house at the
last Monday.
Lyceum Monday night.
The
W. L. Byrne, of Claud, was a
"Trey O'Hearts" shown each
Clovis visitor Wednesday, assistFriday night is equally popular.
ing Messrs Lee and Pipkin make
proof on their homesteads beI. N. Storm and A. A. Clark,
fore Judge Curren.
leading farmers from the
district, were in the city
W. K. Austin, of El
Paso,
supplies Thursday. They
after
is
employed
who
with the railway mail service on the South- say there is more wheat planted
within a radius of four, miles of
western from El Paso to
their
farm, than in the entire
is visiting his parents,
district
between there and Clo
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin for
vis.
a week.

Local and Personal

1--

2

1-- 2

Bell-vie-

w

Richard R. Archer, representing the circulation department of
the Albuquerque Journal is in
the city.
2 room house, without lot for
sale. See Curren Agency.
County Commissioner
Ben
Crawford, who has a ranch
near Hollene, was in the city on
official business the latter part
of laBt week.
E. K. Shorett, the barber,
starting a hare farm. An

is
ex-

hibition of his products was recently shown in the window of
the Central Market,
High grade gasolene and eoal
Barry Hardware Co.

oil.

Rube Knight and W. F.
son, Jr. of Amarillo, were Clovis visitors for several days the
Daw-

past we ek. Both are now employed in Amarillo Dry Goods
houses.
Mrs. W. G. Miller and baby
returned to their home in Waco,

Texas, the first cf the week af
ter a visit of five weeks with
her mother, Mrs. W. H. Shumate
of Hollene.
J. G. Griffith,
was in the city Monday. He
was not looking for the "Eucker
rods" which disappeared from
his well, but was here on other
business.
Jce Sellers, of the P. 0. News
Stand is building a handsome
bungalow on the Liebelt Addit
ion.
It is located about a
block from the court house
square between the Dickman
and Zerwer residences.
No. 2. "Do ycur business
with a bank where ysur deposits are guaranteed and where
you can get money any time
you want it. We have money
to loan NOW. -- State Bank of
Farwell.

Episcopal Church

New Hope News
The weather man has been
making it rather hard for us
during the last month, having
rain one day and snow the next.
But let'p not grumble at the mud
when it assures us a season,

F. Divers, who has extern e
property
interests in the 4 .
Bishop Howden,
of Albuwas up from Roswell the latter
querque, will preach tonight,
part of tho wek.
Friday, at 7:30 p. m. Everybody invited. Services also on
Sunday at 11 a. m. and 7:30 Want to Buy:
p. m.
Some cheap shack9 and
which will last for months.
linn wagvi and harness.
Address, box 333.
The drop in the grain market
3t
Sale
For
is causing many farmers to hesiMain Street lot adjoining brick
tate about selling; a number refusing to tell while grain was bnilding $650.00 easy terms.
selling at a good price may be
Four room house fonr blocks
compelled to take much less in
the future.
of Main Street, price $725.00
Repeating Shotguns
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Berry, terms of $75.00 cash rest $15.00
per
came
month.
also Miss Mimmie Crume
The Stevens Hammerlets
down to spend several days at
Five room modern house five
Mitt m atari Bui teat
home of Albert Doolittle, blocks of Main Street. Price
II ha Hi aalabratad
Mrs. Berry's health is still im- $1550.00 terms $150 cash balance
STEVENS RECOIL UNLOCK
proving.
$20.00 per month.
providing safety against
"hang-llraa.- "
Mrs. Ella Crowell, who spent
Five room modern house one
7
several days with Mrs. Anna block of Main Street, extra good
HAMMERLESS
Crowell,
raturned to Texico, outside improvements.
Price
SOLID BREECH
sick
nursing
the
where she is
$1750.00 terms $300 cash balance
n
Easy
child of Dr. McClellan.
$25.00 per month.
Prof. Ad kins returned Satur160 acres twelve miles north12 or 20 Gauge
day from Arkansas. He has the west of Clovis, improved with
sympathy of the entire commun small house, barn, well
EVERT GUN
and
ity, in the loss of his wife.
windmill. 80 acres fenced. Price
GUARANTEED
Alice Pundt and Mabelle $1,000.00 cash.
Means took advantage of the
AStncuArms&ToolCo.
Wilkinson & Ramey,
vacation and visited Lake View
Office 3rd. door south of Post
t. 0.bi MM
where Virgil
school Friday,
ChleosM Falls, Mu.
Office.
i.f
Davis is teaching.
Bro. G. E. Harmon will preach
at New Hope the secord Sunday
at 2 p. m. Everyone is invited
to attend.
Geo. Calkins, who has been
visiting relatives in this comEAST BOUND
munity, left Tuesday for his
No. 22
(Chicago
Flyer)
Arrive 7:10 A. M.
home in St Louis.
"
"
Leave
7:45 A. M.
another
lost
Albert Doolittle
No. 114 (Kansas City Express)
.Leave 3:10 P. M.
valuable horse last week.
WEST
BOUND
C. H. Davis is having a well
No. 21
Missionary)
(The
a ..... i
a m
,.
..
put down. Uncle Pet McDaniel
'
iiiu
nunc
Leave 8'00 A. M.
is doing the work.
No. 117 (From Kansas City)
Arrive 1:10 A.' M.
soware
Some of our farmers
NORTH
BOUND
wheat
ing oats this spring.
No. 938 (From Pecos Valley)
the
seems to be
Arrive 6:30 A. M.
and is look
SOUTH BOUND
greedy
No. 937 (Pecos Valley Express)
ing fine.
Leave 8:10 A. M.
Mrs. George Paul has been;
VIA. LUBBOCK CUT-OFsuffering for some time with an
No. 921 (South from East)
Arrive 7:15 A. M.
affected tooth, but is aome better
No. 933 (Texas Daily)
Leave 7.35 a. M.
at this writing.
see-o- n
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out-growi-

For Sale.

jack-rabbit-

miles of galvanized, 2 wire
fence and post fori tale. 2
miles N. W. of Blacktower
Price $125. Ir quire of A. W.
4

Hcckenhull.

2tp.

s
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Sudan Grass Growers Meet.

Herd Law Legislation
Santa Fe, N. M., 3, 7, '15
Editor the Clovia News.
Dear Editor:
In view of the unusual interest manifest in Curry
County over the various proposals in the Legislature to change
the Act of 1909, which provided
for local option upon the question
of herd law in Curry, Roosevelt.
Quay and Guadalupe Counties, I
take it that it will be good news
that Senate Bill No. 26 (with
)
very slight immaterial
passed
Senate
the
has
and now goes to the House.
There is no doubt entertained by
the friends of the measure in
the House about its passage
there within the course of the
next two or three days. Under
the provisions of this bill as
amended and passing the Senate
Curry and Roosevelt Counties
are both excepted from the operation of the measure by the following: "Provided that nothing
herein shall be construed as repealing Chapter 94, Laws of
1909, except insofar as the same
relate to Quay and Guadalupe
Counties."
This section is drawn in view
of the somewhat difficult task of
avoiding waking the bill one of
special legislation, and therefore
contravening the Constitution.
There is some d ubt entertained
as to the constitutionality of another part of this bill, but as to
this our homesteaders in Curry
County need have no fear. I
think, of the adequate protection
which it affords. We will have
the herd law left in force just
as if this Senate Bill No. 2G had
not passed.
A great many of our people
will be interested to know also
that a bill has been passed repealing the three dollar road
tax. which has been heretofore
collected from every able feedied
man in the State over the age ef
twenty-on- e
years.
Another bill which has passe
both HeiiM raise the ataxia
ef ehlldrea vhe are nomaoU
H te attend nheel threat heat
nit term from fearteea' te sixties years.
A great auay tniata vfll
hay?ea the taming aae ateaiac
week ef this annaee of the tali-laterJaet what it will ha itls
era fer aayneef te nraliat
I ee act want ta ekae tale
brief letter witheat exprueiaf .
through the eolaasaa af your
paper, my appreetatiea ef the
very timely assistance gives
both Mr. Tharp sad myself ia
the way of petitions from our
people sustaining our position in
demanding this protection to
Curry County.
Very truly,
Thomas J. Uabry.
Representing the 23rd. Sena-- 1
torial District.

Don't Read This

Sudan
The Curry County
Grass Growers Convention met
in the office of the' Union Mort
gage Company on urana Avenue Saturday to discuss ways
and means for the handling and
disposing of their Sudan grass
seed. It
was decided that
each farmer can hereafter dis
pose of his seed to suit his own
wishes and that he is not in the
to any price
future bound
agreement. The meeting was
attended by many farmers from
all parts of the county.

!

UNLESS:

You want to Save

$ $ $ on Groceries

I

amend-ments-

16 lbs. Cane

Some Speed
Motor bobbing

s
with
converted for use at high
.speed over snow and iee has become popular in many parts of
the Uuited States. There is
Considerable rivalry among the
designers of the various kinds
of motor bobs and the resulting
races nave attractedi mucn at-- J
ention. A man with a three- peed
has at
tained (speeds of close to a mile a
hinute over country roads,
tarrying an extra passenger.
he bob is designed as to make
entirely safe for high speeds.

...

Harley-Davidso- n

Sugar for $1.00

Sixteen Pounds to Each Customer.
13 pounds Choice Idaho Potatoes
8 pounds Bradley Yam Swbet Spuds

4 pounds Santos Peaberry Coffee
8 pounds Rio Coffee '
Large size pail Cottolene
Large bucket Swifts Jewel Compound
Swifts Premium Bacon, by the strip
Spifts Premium Hams
15 pounds good Carolina Head Rice
Van Camps Hominy, No. 3 cans
Popular Brand Early June Peas, No. 2
No Poiat Oyster, No. 1 can, 3 for
Pickles ia quart Mason jara

25c
25c
$1.00
$1.00
$1.35
$1.10
25c
17c

$1.00
10c
lfjc
25c
20c

.

Cupid brand Preserves, pint
20c
Mississippi brand Sweet Potatoes, No. 3 cans

3 for
Beech-nu- t

25c

-

brand Pork and Beans, No.

3 for
,
Victory Apples, No. 3 cans, 3 for

1

cans

-

25c

-

25c

Hartlove Tomatoes, No. 2 cans, 3 for
Van Camp's Spagetti, per gallon
C. F. C. A. Peaches, per gallon
C. F. C. A. Blackberries, per gallon
C F. C. A. Apricots, per gallon
C F. C A. Logan Barries, per gallon
Victory Apples, per gallon

25c

Mrs. Seller's the talented and
accomplished
of Mrs.
sister
Holdinghouse,
returned to her
home in Kansas last week after

a short visit here. She expects
to return again ia the near future as she is favorably impress
ed with New Mexico.

35c
40c
45c

To Our Readers.

45c

Every family in this country
are now subscribers to various
mainlines and newspapers.
The total amount of money paie
for these pablicatiens proba
bly amousta te several thousand
dellara annually. It ia money
vail spent, eftenrse, keeanso
w must save temttkinf fer the
family la real.
Bat if yea can cava akent
aeveaty-lv- e
par seat af tain
n
easy aae still havesll tkt
ana1 mgiatm yea want,

50c
35c

cn Or ansea, Choice Calif ornia't, 15 to 40c a dozen
S'csso Gbsica Willow Ttrij Apple? at per box
9160
fcr "UWANTA COFFEE" which w guarantee
Vo ere
to be as gesd Ccffca at there b packed. Try it and be convinced

Ack

pa-na-

it is varta eeaaUsrlsg

ia

it

net?

American Lady Flour $3.75

MODEL WW
A. B. Austin, Prop.

motor-cycle-

-

-

For Fire Insurance in best old
Companies,
See Curren
Agency.
tf.
line

S petal prices

e.

I

What promises to be one of
the most enjoyable social events
of the season is the Masquerade
Ball to be given by the Woodman Circle at the Elk Hail on
March 17th (St. Patrick's night)
Of course all the Irish and the
near Irish will be there and all
kinds of freak costumes are
being made for this memorable
occasion. Among the late musical hits which the orchestra
will discourse will be "The
Wearing of the Green" and
"Come Back to Erin:" A
small admission will be charged
to spectators.

-:-

ft

(

Masquerade Ball.

We believe that you want to save money whenever you can and we
are giving you the opportunity. We guarantee everything we sell to
be satisfactory or your money refunded. A few of the many cash
bargains to be found at our store for the next 14 days, beginning
Saturday, March 13th, ending Saturday, March 27th.

(TtR

i

eem-mnni-

P

hi

Telephone 29.

V have mil arrangements
whereby wa eaa save thia
anadrtaa af eellars ay
merely ordering their reaaiag
matter through onr office. Oar
ef any
best effer is a choice
'
three magazines, arraagea ia
thirty-fiv- e
elubs in combination
with our own paper for only a
$1.26 a year.
You will find this big offer
advertised on another page ef
this paper. Look up the adver
tisement and read all about
Select
this remarkable offer.
the club you like best, and
send us your order right in-- mail
it. telephone it, or bring it
to us, and we will Ix it up at
once so that you get your maga

h

ty

zines.

i

Miis Kendall returned from
eastern markets last Friday, just
in time to find the store on the
move into their own building?,
which ws9 recently vacated by
Whitings. They about hava every
thing in shaps for rearular busi
ness and in a few days will feel
perfectly at home in their new

quartets.

Apron

Sal.

For Sale.

The ladies 0 the Christian
Church will have an apron sale
at Harvey & Morris grocery
store. Tuesday. March 16th.
They will also serve coffee and
doughnuts and will have home
made candy for sale. Your patronage solicited.

For Sale.

Good teams 4yr old mules,
All broke.
Reasonable terms.
Address or see C. M. Boyd.
Clovis, N. M. Star Route

10 high grade and pure bred
Herefard bulls ranging from 3
to 5 years old for sale. Cash or
time. These bulls are in prime
breeding condition. Inquire of
.M essrs Singleterry and Cawth-ren- ,
Clovis Creamery and Produce
of north of Texico, were Co. or Will H. Pattiaon. 3 miles
tf
of Clovis
Clovis visitors Wednesday.

If there is anything ia tke
advertisement you do not understand, drop into our office
sometime and let us explain all
about it It's the best clubbing
offer we have ever seen, and
we are anxious to have every
reader take advantage of it.
The Clovis News and any
Club of 3 magazines for a year
for only $1.25.

WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
WE WANT YOUR

DEPOSITS"

THE GLOVIS : NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
N

niRFrroRS?

OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL,
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres., J. C. NELSON, Cashier, W. O.

I
W. H. DUCKWORTH, L. H. SANDERS

The Clovis
The News

Report of the Condition of

News

The
Clovis National

Printing Company

Publishers.

PROFESSIONAL

W. A. Gillenwater

Bank.

LAWYER
New

(Cbwtar No. 87T)
Cloyis.
Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N. M. as aecond class at Clovis, in the State of New
matter under the act of March Mexico, at the Close of Business
8, 1879.
March 4. 1915.

Mum.

T. J.Mabry

One Year
Six Months

$1.00
50c

Monday April 5, is school election day in the rural districts and
Tuesday in the cities.
The New Mexico legislature
Friday after
will adjourn
completing its 60 day term.
Besides coming in handy for
making fires and carpeting the
bird cage, the mail order catal-

ogues are useful for other

pur-

poses.
Homes would be brighter if
there was more singing and less
complaining, more sunshine and
sympathy and less selfishness
and criticism.
Some Clovis people we know
should cut this out and paste it
in their hat for every day reference.
The nrwlRegister of the Fort
Sumner Land Office. Arthur J.
Evans, who has been confirmed,
is expected to assume the duties
of his office on April 1. He succeeds C. C. Henry, whose resignation has been in the hands of

the department for some time.
The mail order houses are taking thousands of.dollars cut of
the country each year and it
never comes back. The home
merchant builds your schools,
churches, roads and other necessary improvements. The mail
order house donates nothing and
gets your cash before the transition ia made.

The

Snow, snow,
snow.
not come,
springtime
has
neither have the robins. It
snowed some "all the last week,
the weather has been about as
cool as at any time this winter.
The moisture coming at this
season of the year is great for
the wheat crop.
Receiver Reymundo Harrison,
of the Fort Sumner Land Office,
has qualified and is now doing

business according to a notice
sent Land Commissioner Curren
from that office recently. All
filings, proofs, contests, etc.
have been held in abeyance without action by that office since
early last fall and the accumulation of work is therefore

I93.0M.M
Loam and Discounts
16.44
Overdrafts unsecured
U. 8. Honda d spoil tad tu aacure cir26.000.00
culation par vatua)
Prarhluma on Bonds uaad
200.00
for circulation
Bonds, Securities, ate. owned unpledged (other than stocks) including premiums on same
7M.7S
(none)
Banking House.
Furniture and Fixtures
1.716
10. 600.87
Other Real Estate Owned
1. 711. 16
Duo from Federal Reserve Banks
Due from approved Reserve Avon ta
In central reserve cities, t2.Bto.78;
14,M6,01
17,221.61
In other reserve cities,
Due from banks and bankers (other
than Included In It or It)
6.927.12
Subscription to stock of Federal
1700
Bank
00
Reserve
6G8.M
Less amount unpaid
U33.S4
Outside checks and other Cash
Items 080.06; Fractional Currenc- y. 7A4.91
Nickels, and Cents tM.M
N otes of other National Banks
4,080.00
Lawful Money Resbbve in Bank, vii:
Specie
11.773.80
1.84R.0O
Leirnl, tender notoa
Redemption Fund with U. 8. Treasurer
(r per cent of circulation)

Total

13.618.80

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock paid In
26.000.0s
Surplus Fund
t. 700.00
12.967.41
Undivided Profits.
Less Current expenses. In
1.2A7.4S
tereat and taxes paid
l.iM.M
Circulating; Notes
26,000.00
Due toBanks and Bankers
243.(1
other than included in 6 or 6)
Individual Deposits subject to
108.144.46
check
Certificates of deposit due In
750.00
Ins than 30 daya
2,011.14
Cashier's checks outstanding
110.9S5.00

...

Certificates of deposit due on or
nf r SO days

Total
State of New

boner.
Catihiea.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th
day of March IU16.
Cash Ramey,
Notary Put 1c,
My commission expires Sep. 80. II1 v.
Correct Attest:

Alex Shipliy

Dr. J. B. Wester field

BANK

....
i!krLBElE1FGa

Office in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postofflce
Office Phone 231 Residence 269

E. M.

Chapman

Over First National Bank,
Phone 95.
Cloyis,
New Mexico.

Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite PostofSce

Physician & Surgeon
OFFICE IN ELKS HOME

DENTIST
Office Opposite P.
Phone 89.

S. A. JONES, President
S.J. BOYK1N, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA. Cash.

D. D.

k (wearssajta

of RosweU

will be in Clovis from the 10th
to 20th of each month treating
diseases of tho Eye, Ear, Nose

and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
DR. II. R. GIBSON

Osteopath

1

U. S.

Government
Depository
for
Postal
Savings

2

DR. CHAPMAN

i Over First National

Bank.

Walker's Market

P,

Trees!

Trees!

j

at the

Trees!
The Roswell Nursery
Co. has 50000 home
grown trees in Fruit,
Shade and Avenue
trees.

J Jl JS

See the Curren Agency in
the Aatler Hotel building for

Write for prices.

Fire Insuraace. They are rep
resenting some of the largest
and best companies.

JOHNSON,
WYATT
Manager.

Our officers will be pleases1
to advise with you regarding any investmeat Matters
and to explain any baakiag
rules and customs with
which you are unfamiliar.

Account the two California Expositions tho Santa Fe
now have on sale daily Round Trip tickets to San Francisco
including a Free side ride from Los Angeles to San Diego
and return, allowing liberal stop overs, at the very low rate
of $48.30 from Clovis. Limit for return three months.

L R. CONARTY, Agent.

Make The
First National
Bank
Your Bank

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP..,,
(1

CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
112

Checking accounts are
in any amounts and
absolute safety is afforded
every dollar.

1--

2

ClasH Work.

Hot and Cold Haths
Clovis, New Mexico.

South Main St.

in-ril-

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AND TRANSFER LINE
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

From the Roswell News.
Superintendent F. J. Evans,
of Clovis, came down this af
ternoon to see how things are
moving in this end of the valley. He reports that the new
service is getting on
train
nicely. The Missionary came in
this morning with eleven coach
es, and a day or two ago it
was run in two sections. The
through line to Galveston i3
gaining in favor, especially the
Pullman service without change
to New Orleans.
A series of live stock meet
ings will be held in the valley
next week. The first meeting
will be at Loving on the 15th.
a
at Carlsbad on the ICth,
d

i

Thursday night?
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
Why a certain guy goes to
Office phone 53.
Res. 219.
church so often?
When the man on the "Water
...I ALSO FIT GLASSES...
will again resume his
Wagon"
Clovis,
New Mex
official duties?
When it will snow again?
Who has a longing for "Dear
Ole Miss?
for all kinds of
Wonder why it is that John
Meats and Produce
keeps his baby carriage stand- Phone 123. ng out in the back yard.
Phone 123.

....

Pay your poll tax
News Stand.

"Two Fairs
for One Fare"

Treats all diseases both acute
on the 17th, at Artesia on
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women. the 18th, winding up at Clovis
on the 25th. The agricultural
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
of the Santa e railOffice 103
North Main Street department
way and the State college will
Office Phone 883. Res. 390.
in conducting these
Clovis,
New Mexico. meetings.
1--

1
2

The
?
Co.
Mortgage
Union
Jl Jl J

Do You Know
L. A. Dickman, m. d. Why the "red dress" created
so much sensation at the party
Physician & Surgeonu.

Bridge work a Specialty

See us at once!

;

Lake-woo-

WITHOUT!

A

O.

Swearihgin

of she bra of Drs. Presley

Plates Made
that Fit.

i
S

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no- tice.

JJ

First

DR. A. L. DILLON

O.

; Money! Money!;

D. L. Connell, M. D.

Vegas Thursday
from Las
in company
went
they
where
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS.
with City Marshall Chas, Irvine
to take E. M. Draper and
Hodge Moore to the asylum.
The latter became violent while
en route and it was about all
Physician & Surgeon
the three could do to handle
him. He kicked out two win- Special attention to diseases of
dows from the coach, between the lye, Ear, Nose and Throat
aad fitting Glasses.
Belen and Las Vegas. They al
var Hears Pharmacy
so brought back a negro named
Ofltae PaesM ML KesMsMa fWe a.
escaped
from
had
"Al" who
Clovu,
New Mex
the county jail and who had
He
yet thirty days to serve.
was captured at Belen.

1..DENTISTTY.

jjjt

Dr. J. R. Haney

R. R. DUNCAN
DeDUtv Bob Thomas and a
son of Sheriff Moye returned

Conveyances of all kinds. Land Business a Specialty.
naiA nnrl rpenrds examined for non resident
Notary Public in Office.
owners

t..u

Physician and Surgeon

DIRECTORS.

BETTER

What for a time threatened to
result in legal proceedings was
averted this week, when the
difficulty between the Antlers
management and the city over
the settlement of the water and
light bill was adjusted and the
service which was stoDDed by
the city last Thursday was again
restored Wednesday by the payment of the account during the
management of Mrs. Smith.
Mrs. J. D. Lyons, the owner will
take charge of the hotej on the
15th.
After that date Mrs.
Smith will' leave for El Paso to
join her husband.

New Mexico.

III

mm

Real instate H
B Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

New Mexico

Clovis,

m

t

NATIONAL

Offlee in Worley Bldg.
Opposite Postoffie
Reoms 4 and 5.

Office Phone 146, Res Phone S26

L H. Sanders,
A. W. Uocxcnuull

All the towns along the line
are being infestedlby transcient
bums en route to California and 3
bejTK u s and grafters of every
diseriptioii work the town regu
larly. The most common of the
latter are the directory or ad
vertising scheme grafters. Santa
Fe olHcer Tom Davenport reports having rounded up twenty- five in one crowd recently. He
also arrested a mexican armed
with a six shooter, razor and
four pocket knives.

(u. s. commissioner)

Attorneys at Law

ss.

County of Cuuby
I, J. C. Nelson. Cashier of the above-name- d
bank, do solemnly swear that the above state
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and

(Seal)

W.J. CURREN, Mgr.

Reese & Pardue

13.296.36
l

C. NELSON.

FIRST

of
Clovis.

Mkxico,

J.

The Curren Agency

Clovis, N. M.
Admitted to practice in all courts

1.260

tl79.402.99

Time deposits:

THE

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

RESOURCES

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

r

A
5j

Dowm Town

Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

PLOWING!

PLOWING!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
tanks, etc.

Prices reasonable.

TOM REAGAN.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)
' l

rv- - j.
tr
aim ic.uuerm Lsiieciors
lniuaiiuers
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

.

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
WE DO THE A. T.

SANITARY

Q

S.

P. HOSPITAL WORK

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

-

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

38.

f

DIRECTORY OF RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

L

R.

TAYLOR

Boot and Shoe Maker

Ogg & Boss Cafe

H. BELL & CO.

Ogg & Boss, Props.

On Top with Fine
Tailoring.

'

i

Repairing Neatly Done.
Prices

The best the markets offer
on our tables.
for the busy man.

-- GIVE US A TRIA- L-

to Santa Fe Reading: Room

"ALWAYS ON TOP"

SEE THE

The Best of Staple and

Curren Agency

Fancy Groceries

WHY PAY MORE?

Specialists in Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing and Altering,
Inspect our "Misfit" Clothing
They will save you money,
Phone 191.

at the counter

Quick service

Watches Cleaned
for $1.00
Fine Repairing a Specialty

Try us once Then always.

J. M. HOOK

W. H. Simpson

Opposite Harvey & Morris.

I

FOR

for Home and Table

Phone

Insurance,
Rentals,

Deeded Lands,
Real Estate, Etc.

(Successors to Downing Agency)
in Antlers Hotel Bldg.

56.

si'.,-

mar

r

mil

a

... t,

'

Grocery

Sdrie,etc.
ill

'I

,

"w Pharmacy

T

I

Laundry
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Home

0f ClenUnew
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phone 4o
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and Fit to Wear,
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-- ALL KINDS

rhone 258

Smith

COAL COAL COAL
KEMP
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LUMBER CO.
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The Pure Food
Store
The Right Price
Store

-

.ag..-- .

lou want a
Home?
WE SELL

Lumber, Lime, Cement
All Building Material

T:
fer

-a-

Phone

23.

Houston- - Hart
Lumber Co.

Sold on Easy Payments

PC"'

R"i'!

7 7- -

GROCERY

W. I. Luikart & Co
a-

.

a-- 'u

Hid STOKE"

"You'll

""n,a

-

A

pssSl

Furniture Ca
C

i,-.-.

-

ri
r-

-

Pictures of friends brighten up
any home, and preserve the
memory and image of dear ones
for all time.
-S-

EE-

ROBINSON
"Th Photucnipbtr la Your
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Magic City
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Horn Town"
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NEW LOCATION. SPECIALS
We are now in our new home, third building north of the First National Bank, and as a
special inducement for you to visit us, we are going to offer the following:
Monday, 50c Granite ware,
Tuesday, New Curtain Goods, Wednesday, Genuine Hope Muslin, Thursday, $1.00 Vine cut Stem Sherberts,
Friday, One lot 10 to 17 inch Embroidery
Saturday, Turkish Towels, 34x18, -

Special
Special
Special
Special
Special
Special

25 c
1 Oc

8c
65c
12c
10c

e

The above on sale at 10 a. m. and not sold before that time.

Spring Goods

Display!

on

WHIT

COUNTRY NEWS LETTERS
Items of

Interest from All Over the County.

Claud Items
Mrs. Fred James and little
daughter left Wednesday for
Houston, Texas.

Hobart Rork and Chester
Marks are working for C. V.
Kelly this week.
Sam Pipkins and Chester
Marks took dinner with Vernon
Jones Sunday.

Westfall and grandson
at the Rork home
Saturday.
C. H.

took dinner

Miss Curtis and Moss Boyd
isited with their sister, Friday.

him Lannie Keberts was in
Clevis Saturday.
E. A. Roberts was home Sat-

four snows in one week and the
best o f all, is they go away so
quick. It will come a pretty
good snow one night and by the
next afternoon you can be listing, in the sandy land, where we
have never made a complete
crop failure. We have been hero
eight years and in those eight
years we have only made two
short crops and we made plenty
those two years to feed several
head of stock and then have
sowe to sell. Now we have the
seassn we
beat underground
have ever had.
Jehn F. Taylor visited at the
Bras well home Friday eveiinf .

Kelley Sowari. ef Ilanehard,
Oklahena. eae ef flnrry Ceunty's
urday night ami Sunday.
Id settlers, has mm flaking
Willis Joaes was a Clevis visit- - haids with old Mesa's the past
r Wei a essay.
few days. Sr. lewarl left this
age.
J. L. Mem waa in Clevis Sat entry six er htii
urday sad Bun day.
says he is anrjrised to see
Mr. aid Mrs. C. H. Westfall the' country advaedl m much
many eld
visited their daughter
and also to sm
Miss Tempsen and sister, ef
friends who wer bachelors then
now
and
holding
claims
down
Clovis
Mr. Lovelady
also John Houston visited
called at the
they are all marrl4 and doing at the Carnihan home Runday,
Byd home Sunday.
Kelley Soward, of Blanchard,
James Roberts was in Clovis well. He says this eouatry is
for ahead of Oklahoma.
Sunday night.
Oklahoma, visited with Albert
Mr. and Mrs. C. Carnihan vis Walker Sunday.
Miss f ay Marks spent Wednes-inMrs. Albert Walker visited
ited with Mr. and Mrs. J. Housnifht with Mildred Rork.

yra

G

Shumate attended a d ance at the
Mc Daniel ranch, south of St
Vrain, Friday night and went on
to Portales Saturday and visited
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Renols Saturday night and Sunday.
Mrs. Bales spent the day with
Mrs. J. C. Carnihan Tuesday.
Lance, of Mel, Mr. arid Mrs.
rose, visited at the Melton home
Sunday.
We met and organized a Literary society here at Enterprise,
Saturday night. A large crowd
was present and after we organized we had an old time spellWe used the old
ing match.
time blue back spelling book.
Mrs. J. T. Lewis proved to be
the best speller and Miss Julia
Braswell second best. W meet
again Saturday night the 13th
Everybody cema and bring feme
holy with yea.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Tedd, Kiss
Graee Unary. Bryon and Jehn
Ktngry visited at the Beldea
aenae Sunday.
Twe ef ear Enterprise keys
were not able te go fee the (base
Menday night. Wender why?
Mrs. Jim Walker visited with
Mrs. Stubble Sunday.
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Duncan & Elder
Cleanin g, Prewing and Repairing.

Telephone 96

Sunday.
with Mrs. Braswell Sunday.
Sam Pipkins called at the ton,
Mrs. Kingry and Earnest vis
Mr. Loganbill, of Geary, Okla
Marks home Sunday afternoon.
Miss Josephine Dannellay, Mrs. I. B. L Osborne will 'nave
E O. Garner, of Artesia. Cali
ited tho Bowman home in Clovis who is out here on business and
daughter
of W. A. Danneiley, is her millinery opening on March
Clovis
off
in
stopped
fornia,
Enterpiise tichoes
Sunday.
also looking at the country, is Wednesday to visit his brother-in-law- , making proof on her claim north- 20, as advertised elsewhere in
Snow, enow and still it snows,
Mis? Ethel Carnihna and Fred laying at the Braswell home,
this issue.
Bob Orchard and family. west of Clovis.
while in this community.

"

CO

New York Life Insurance Co.
Has taken the place of the bread winners
for 70 years.
Insurance in Force

$2,347,000,000.00
Purely Mutual

All of it3 assets ($790,915,000.00)
fjolicy holders, who alone share the

belong to its
profits of the

business.

Practical
No restrictions as to residence,
or military or naval service.

travel, occupation

Paid to Its Policy Holders
since organization $131,000,000.00

MORE

than

the total amount received from them.
Business, Partnership ar Ordinary Life.

GEO. P. HOWE
105

West Grand Avenue,

Clovis, New Mexico.

Frio School District No. 55
Will give a play

on Friday

night of the 19th. and title of
play is "Out in the Streets,"
after which there will be a pie
supper, proceeds for the benefit
of the Sunday School. Every
body come and bring some body
with you.

Correspondent.

Blanks.
Sale Contracts,
proper form Lease Blanks, Chattel Mortgages, Mortgage Deeds,
Bills of Sale, Power of Attorney,
Warranty Deeds, Notes and all
kinds of legal blanks for sale at
the News office.

Furniture

Roland Wicks was in from
his farm Saturday attending a
meeting of the Sudan urass
Growers.

J. N. Parrett, of near Texico,
was in the city saiuraay at
tending a meeting of the Sudan
Grass Growers Association.

FREE SILVERWARE!
p3

We give coupons for Wm. Rogers Guaranteed
Silverware as premiums tor all purchases of

IStP GROCERIES

m

5 See our silverware display and secure these fine
premiums without additional cost to you.
g
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
2

KLEIN GROCERY CO.
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE)

"THE BETTER QUALITY GROCERS"

Pimvr oo

KING

DAVID'S

GREAT-GRANDMOTH-

ER

VOICE OF THE LORD
TO LITTLE SAMUEL

A

ftmk t:htt-r- t.
a, w-- jv.
i ssimtfi
t.
if.
utlful Stery Israel's Horn Lit. Samuel Devoted to God Before Hla
Birth
Beneath the Surfaoe Oeod People
An Opening
For Servie.
Astray
Faithfulness In Service Called to
Naomi'
Return
Ruth's
Higher Servlea Samuel the First of
Conversion
What It Coat
What
Israel's Prophets.
8ho Got In Return.

"ray

people

tkalt ee my people, sri4 lag God
me ooa.
(.!.

"!

OB Book of Kutli gives ni a
glimpse luto Uie affair of tbe
Israelites, showing a deep splr-I- t
of religion underlying tbe
surface of want, captivities, etc., which
kiturally most Impress themselves
'pou our attention In every history of
every (teoplo.
Tbe opening was at
Bethlehem, "tbe city of David," where
centuries later Jeeus was born, "Da
vid's Son snd David's Lord." Tbe
religious sentiment of tbe family is
shown by tbe Import of tbeir names
EHmelecb. -- My God Is King"; Naomi.
"Tbe pleasures of

"Ape, Uri; far

c

Thf serve! aeorela."
Hamutl I..

1

The Clovis NEWS' Biggest Offer

!

If y m. will pay for one year's subscription to The Clovis News at once

you may take your choice of any club of magazines listed below. The price
of our paper including the magazines will be only $1.25.
What Club of Magazines do you want? Club Number

.
Study gives a little In
sight Into tbe family conditions of tbe Israelites shortly
Cut out and mail with your remittance. Your Check or P. 0. Money Order will do, or you may bring your order to our office
after the days of Samson and
pext time you come to town.
of Ruth. It shows the deep religious
sentiment prevailing amongst mnny of
the people.
The Tabernacle of the
Lord, in this Study styled the Temple,
mmmmmmmm . AHliWlUP
J1IECENT1BDNUN
m gf if Bifff
iMMnts
waa located at Shlloa, a few miles
north of Jerusalem.
Tho priest In
'
"'
...
"i
charge waa Kit Tbe people by Dl,
vino direction went aanually to wor'ocroasjuaairjXk
Ajmor
ship t'j Lord, U offer sacrifice, etc., at
tbe Passover.
The father and tbe mother of Sam
Del were of tbese annual worshipers
Jobovan." They
bad two sons, M anbefore Samuel was
aj
ion tslckly onei
bora On on of
andCblllon iplnlng
these visits Hsu-na- b
one).
made earnest
Tbey became disprayer to tbe Lord
couraged because
for a son, vowing
of tbe lnvasious of
that If ber petition
WniM as
fen
tbeir enemies and
were granted, ber
JUIY
raw 113
son should be detbe frequent loss
of tbe fruits of
voted to the Lord's
.tbeir labor. Finalservice for life.
ly, because of a seHer prayer was
Kara fae IfoaMKM.
leading publishers of magazines have joined with us in one of the greatest subscription
vere drought, tbey
answered.
Tbe
ever put out In this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to get a
left their home, crosaed Jordan into child was born and
yearly subscription to three 'magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
the land of Moan, and dwelt there for named Samuel. Hamtutl corweoreled.
,w
I
H
FW.
II
of our paper alone, a In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
ten years. There tbe two boys mar When be waa weaned be waa present
different
I'd':
Mt.
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magarted and died, leaving widows; and ed to the Lord through Ell, to be his
EHmelecb died. Evidently tbe leaving servant In the Tabernacle service and
zines sell for as much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
of the Land of .Promise, tbe Land of In hla bom. The word weaned w may
including History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events,
tbe Covenant, to live amougst a people understand to signify the time when the
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming, Dairy Fanning,
who were Idolater and not In cove- child wss able to do without bis mothLive Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.
nant relationship with God, bad not er care irobably ten years old.
On account of the aplsndid contract we have mad with the publishers of these magaslnaa, we are able to give our readers a
j.
s"'tsrrTsjBichoice of any one of the cluba In combination with our paper one year for $1.25. Joat 23c mora than the price of our paper alone.
resulted greatly to tbe benefit of the
God's Rspreef of Eli.
Thia oner la made to everybody. If you have never subscribed to our paper before, wa aak
family; for whesj Naomi concluded to
to take advantage of this offer.
open with the declara
Our
If jron are a aubacrlbec to our paper we aak you to renew ao that you too, may get 3 magaainee 700
extra. Look over the list and select
return to her native land, she bad tion lesson
yon
the club
like beat Bend your order today or give your order to our representative or call at our office when in town. If you
that the child Samuel "ministered
practically nothing.
I".' 'J' i
WU..!
are now a subscriber 10 sny of these magatinea and want to renew just send your order to us snd we will have your subscription
unto the Lord before Eli"; that Is, be
It Is never (rood policy to sacrifice re- waa
If
your
extended.
subscription to our paper ia paat due, wa advise you to pay up and take advantage of thia bargain. If you are in
servant of tbe Lord by virtue of
ligious Intermits for temporal Interests.
the habit of buying your magasinea through other channels, we aak you to justly compare our clubs snd prices with that of any
being
a servant to Ell, the Lord's
his
other offer you receive. You. no doubt, are now a subscriber to soma of theae periodicals. You can aave money by sending your
It Will not do to say that perbnps tbey representative and priest "Tbe word
renewal order to us. Here is s chance to get your home paper and a yearly aupply of good reading at a real bargain, if you want
moved to Mont to do a little missionJehovab
of
was
In
precious
those
or mors of tbese magazines sent to different addressee, just mention it.
one
ary work; for Hod's Covcnaut was
TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS ABOUT THIS BIG OFFER
merely with Israel, and the others dnys" It was seldom that Ood sent
were aliens, like all other Ueutiles. special messages at that time. "There
CI.I H No. 1
N. 10
18
No. 38
ci.rnfreeNo.pattern)
ci.rn
McCatt'e (with fre. patttrnj
Todny'e ci.rn
(with free pattsrn)
Today's (with
Paneywork
Magasine
Nor would It have been proper for was uo oen vision" visions and reve
b'nrm Life
Woman's World
Gentlewoman
were
Gentlewoman
lations
given.
not
then
being
The
Life
attempt
Life
them to
Everyday
to convert tlio
Home
Home Lite
Today'e (with free pattern)
The Driui
Cl n No. 3
for (io'l had called merely tho Divine IMan wus bidden.
r.i.uiiNo. 11
No. is
CI.t'11 No. 37
ci.rn
Woman'. World
Oood Stories
Suceesaful
answers
Forming
ami
Thummlm
to
Lord
of
the
City Weekly Star
Kansas
3;Israelites, as we reud. Amos -.
Peoplea Popular Monthly
.If.:'
Farm Life
Home Life
Life
Farm
exiple's
Inquiries
ceased.
had
tbe
Everyday Life
Otntlawoman
Kveryday Llfs
Everyday Llfs
It was unwise to take two boys Into
CI.UH No. a
No. 13
It Is supposed that Ell at this time
ci.unGrower.
i ll No. 30
heathen la nil. where they were likely
ci.ru No. sa
Hearth
Home
Green's
and
Fruit
Fnrmer's
Wifs
Oentlewoman
year
old
wns
seventy
about
eotue
to be contaminated; Instead, every rea
Farm Lift
Kverydey Life
Home Life
World
Woman's
Household Masatlne
Furm Ufa
Bvsrydey Llfs
Home Life
sonable Influence should have been think nearer eighty. Ills vision waa
un
No. 13
No. 4
ci
No. 31
CLl'U
No. 30
ci.rn
CI.T'II
thrown about them to preserve their dim. lie waa sleeping In one apart
American Woman
Happy Hours.
roller's (with free pattern)
Kanaaa City Wsskly Star
Prairie Farmer
Farm Life
loyalty to Jehovah. Doubtless Naomi ment, and little Samuel in another.
Farm Life
Everyday Life
O KEENS
Houetnold Guest
Household Megdslne
Gentlewomsn
Horns Lifs
reallred all this, as indicated by her The latter heard a voice calling him,
s
ci.rnfreeNo.pattern)
CM II No. 30
SPECIAL CLUll Same) Price as Other
words, "It grleveth me much for your and three times went to Eli to ask
Today'e (with
Southern Ruralist
,
Farm Life
Woman's World
what service be could render, only to
Poultry
Itmm
Home Life
cakes that the bnnd of the Lord
Houaaliold Magazine
rmrm tlfo
Homo
Ufo
Oentlewoman
But
not
he
be
been
told
bud
called.
that
me." Here uguln we perceive
C! I'll No. 6
Oalust Divine hand was really In her by tho third tlmf Ell rcalUud that It
ci.rn No. at
No. 14
curn No. 33
Today'e (with free pettarn)
Farmer's Wkly. DiepatchfSt. Paul
People's ci.rn
Popular Monthly
Farm, Stork and Home
Bvrryday
Life
God
waa
8amuol;
had
and
who
called
Horns Llfs
favor, and that It had a proper Inllu
Progreea
Farm
Woman'e
World
Gentlewoman
Farm Life
Woman's World
Home Life
ence upon her and brought ber back he Instructed the lad that If tbe voice
No.
ci.rn
V.snii
ci.rn Nn. .ia
CLUB No. IS
No. 33
Paneywork
should agnln be heard, be should say.
Magaiine
ci.rn
to tbe Land of Promise.
Rural Weekly (St. Paul;
Poultry
Item
Vegetable Grower
Everyday Life
Gentlewoman
"Speak. Lord; for Thy servant bcareth.
To.'ny't
(with
pattern)
tree
Today'e
(with
pattern)
free
Womaa'e World
fcverydey Lifs
Two Beautiful Characters.
Farm Life
Everyday Life
Tho voice came agnln, and apparent
CI.FH No. S
CLt'B No. 16
ci.rn No. 33
Naomi must have been a beautiful ly the nngel of tbe Lord appeared to
No. 34
Farm end Flreaide
Cl.ril
American Home
Boys'
Mnfasine
Women's World
Woman's World
This is evidenced by the Samuel nt the samo time. Then tho
character.
Woman's World
HomcLifa
Farm Life
Home Life
Gentlewoman
Gentlewoman
Today's (with fm pattern)
deep a fleet Ion manifested toward her Lord gavo a message to Samuel, fore
TI'.-ci.rn No. 0
C
No.
CLrn No. 84
No. 25
by her duiiKhters-ln-law- .
Both prefer- telling the sad death of Ell's two sons
ci.rn
l.riJ
Farm and Homo
McCall'a (with free pattsrn)
Kimball's Dairy Fanner
Woman's Home Weekly
Woman'e World
Home
Kveryday
Life
Life
red to go with ber to ber borne laud, and Ell's own death, und that Ell's
Woman's
World
Quest
Houath Id
Househuld Guest
Gentlewoman
Home Life
and started witb ber. Hut as she reflect family should nevermore serve tbe
ed that they would be strangers in a Lord as priests. The Inference is glv
strange laud, she tenderly urged them en that Ell's sons misused tbeir posl
to go bock to their kindred, and re tion as under priests, taking more of
marry.
BOYS MAGAZINE
the
than they were allowed
U..t.: J.,J.n.l.r 1W,
pne of them so concluded, and kiss In the Divine arrangement, and prac
one,
ed ber good by; but tbe other
tising Immorality, thus misleading the
Hutu, broke forth In snob eloquent people Into unrighteousness.
terms that ber words have become per Divine Disapproval of Weak Charaetsr.
manently Identified with claaaic liter
In the morning EU Inquired of Samture:
uel whether the Lord bad spoken sny
"Entreat ma not to Imv tlx.
And to return from followln after thaet further, aud what lie said. It waa a
For whither thou nat, 1 will n;
trial to Samuel to tell bis friend and
And where thou loosest. 1 will lodgei
benefactor the Lord's judgment against
m people,
Thy people ahsll
himself and his family; but Ell demanded to know the full particulars.
"And thy Oort my Oort:
ascmxmwnixyooo
Where thou rliMt I will die.
and "Samuel told blm every whit"
I
hurtwl:
And there will ha
Is often with the
faithIt
Thus
do o to me. ami more also.
The
ful servants; their tenderness ut heart
If auKht but l.nth part thee and ma"
When we say that Ituth was con- infrht prompt them to hide mutters
verted. w of course do not tuejin that which their sense of duty may require
tains tbe fullest measure of success I a social nature to both old and their viewpoint is broadened, their
she lieeame it Christian or nil heir of them to speak boldly. In every esse
i
Individual's
lie
fol
the
conscience
must
that which enriches as many lives young, but the social requirements of meats are lined and finally they conwere
none
there
for
promises;
Christian
lowed,
aa
must
tie
but
conscience
it can touch, and In no way can the young are Imperative. Tho'cburch stitute a cultured and refined society.
educat
Iiy
death,
had
Ills
untJI after .l.sus.
11
is piuin, therefore,
ed
through
Word
God.
the
of
church come In as close contact must provide, directly or Indirectly
the
that the
way."
living
niened up the "new and
with ita members as through the some modern equivalent for the husk- cnurcn wnicn aims at a perfected soWhen Ell heard what the Lord had
Klic was eoiiverted to Judaism, and
avenue of social functions.
ing bee, the quilting bee and the sing- ciety must use In a refined and exthis is a freli testimony to Naomi's declared respecting his family, he anThe country town and the rural ing schools of the old dnys. In 0110 alted way the essential factors in
swered most loyally, "It Is the Lord:
faithful llvlnu.
community need a social center. The way or another the social instincts social evolution and must avail Itself
let Him do what
Until the iioltlllty and the wisdom of
church need titer no apology tor its of our young people must have oppor- of tho universal Instinct for play.
see moth tltin
Naomi's character are manifest In the
gorM1.'
ambition to fill this need In the com- tunity for expression, which may If the church surrounds Itself with
But how
course which she pursued on arrlvliiR
ever fnlthhtl and
munity, If an understanding of its take the form of clubs, parties, pic- social functions which appeal to the
In lletlilehem inic
suhinlsxlve be tuny A Broader Sphere for Religion New mission brings this purpose luto clear nics or other forms of amusement young among Its membership. It will
tically penniless,
npenr to
consciousness.
The structure of a One thing Is certain, and that is that fill a large part of the lamentable
and unalile to reField for the Rural Church.
gop In rural pleasures and will reap
w
community
been.
Is exceedingly com the church cannot take away
rural
have
Interest
trieve the
the tne ncnesi reward oy promoting
piex;
many
groups,
Hint
his
contains
a
it
social
know
of ber husband
dance, the card party and the theatre
character wits not
each of which has Ita own center, but unless It can offer In Its place a sat- higher and better type of manhood
and ber sons In
s a 1 1 a factory to
there are many localities which have isfying substitute In the form of more and womanhood.
their shnro of the
By Peter Radford
God.
He would
but one church and although such pleasing recreation.
land. Bhe did not
National
Lecturer
Farmers' Union
have been more
a church cannot command tbe interbeg. nor request
The social duty of the rural church est of all the people,
pleasing to the
it 1 relieved
Universal Instinct for Play.
Ruth to beg.
Lord bud lie had Is as much a part of It obligations from the embarrassment of religiously
There was do false
EU lee Prtesl..
It
side,
as
expressing
spiritual
its
in
more firmness of
divided communities.
In. providing for enjoyment the
modesty.
Bath
a clearer appreciation of social interest, the modern rural
church uses one of the greatest methwent like other character
church
does
not
to
claim
that
hesitate
Social Needs Imperative.
ods by which human society ha depoor women to bla duty toward tbe Lord as Ills serv it la expressing a true religious inMeooM sad Uamthttn.
veloped. Association is never secure
glean bandfnls of ant, and toward his own children as stinct
the
idea
average
the
country boy and girl until it Is pleasurable; In play the inthat
and
The
We may be sure that
gram after the reapers. Dnder tbe their father.
stronu characters are most pleaitlnit to social instincts should be starved have very little opportunity for real stinctive aversion of one person for
It wss part of God's provision
everybody. They miiy In some reecta while the spiritual nature waa over enjoyment, and have, as a rule, a another is overcome and the social
the poor that no one should reap
more, tillllcnlt to donl with, hut fed with solid theological food, is fast vague conception of the meaning of mood la fostered.
Play Is the chief
corners of bis Meld, but should be the
nevertheluKs. t! rumens of character Is giving way to a broader interpreta- pleasure and recreation. It la to fill educational agency In rural communthose for the poor. Nnoml counhighly eHteemed by nil wise tion of the functions of true religion. this void in the lives of country youth ities and in the play-daof human
seled Kutli to gleen In the fields of a a Jewel,
We take our place In tbe succession that the rural church has risen to childhood nodal sympathy and social
people, as well as liy the Lord.
wealthy relative, named Boas.
sought
of
to
who
have
those
the
necessity
make
providing
the
grew
entertain0
In favor with Ood and
bitniiii'l
habits are evolved. As Individuals
Tbe weal Ui y Boas took note of the
Ell, and with all Ixracl, as they world a fit habitation for tha children ment, as well aa instruction, to Its coma together In social gatherings.
modest young woman who dally glean- with
among
membership
we
man
study
ycang.
when
of
seek
and
to
Tbe
tbe
hi in. They perceived
ed in bis field and subsequently ha came to know
Spirit waa witb hlin. understand tbe social duty of the children and young people of tbe
learned that she waa a relative by mar- that the Lord's
rechurch should meet when religion Is
rural church. The true christian
riage, tie pursued the course of the and that ho would be a representative
of Ood amongst them. Samuel Is ligion Is essentially social ita tenets not even mentioned. It has been
Jewish Law, and Ruth became hi
Prophets of Is of faith being love and brotherhood found safest for them to meet freU-R-Nwife. Obed was their son, and Jesse styled the first of tbe
and fellowship. While following after quently under the direction and care
his son. snd David waa the youngest reel; and our Lord inform that John richteousncss, the church must dial-1- of
the church. To send thera Into the
'
naptist wa the last (Matthew
of Jesse's sons. Thus Ruth the Uon-tll- e the
iise and seek to reform that social world with no social training exposes
11:11.) Failure to discern the change
R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.
became idontlQed with the royal
DIm
them to grave perils and to try to
ortior in which moral llfo Is
family as an ancestor, and thus with from the Jewish to the CbrlHtlnn
Snt'pffction
keep
of
guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!
cherishing
out
ideals
of
o!.
While
them
no
world
with
the
Ring Davld'a greatest Bon and Lord-Je- sus. nensntlon. which heunn at Pentecost,
'co, the CUal church which fct-- social Drivilegc is sheer folly. There
leaves uiauy Chtintluus In confusion.
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BUT CLEVER TALK ON TILLAGE

Laura Jean Libbeu's

Talks on
Heart Topics
ICwrrfsk 1914.
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"LOVE WIVEg."
Bht who ne'er answers till a husband

cools.
Or, If sh

WWW!

a
.

rules him, never shows she

rules!
mine own!
I sm rich In having suoh a Jewel
As twenty seas, it all their sand were
pearls.
The wate. nectar and the rocks pure
She

I

gold.

the widespread publication
of the Rogers scandal that unhappy
episode in which a
New York lawyer
7.-divorced one wife,
wedded another,
-"- A
:'-.V
... vs"
and In short order
'
;
a
k r ,
threw her over for
i,
an affinity I have
received an avalanche of letters
asking me to de;
nounce the term
"wife," as applied
Since

"-

"
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The Object of Harrowing 8hould Be to 8lmply Drag tho Surf act, Pulverize
the Soil and Kill Weed.
WII.I.IAtf A. FREEIIOFF.)
Old 5 nil over realize the large number of topics included under tillage,
mich us iiri'i'iirutlon of land, seeding,
care of crop, kinds of crop In order to
Improve tin' mechanical condition of
the soil?
This Id in its broadest aenae, of
The narrower vlow of the
course
subject would include, strictly speaking, plowing, harrowing, cultivating
and rolling
The advantages of fall plowing are:
It facilitates the putting in of the
crop to have a portion of the spring
work (lime in fall; the action of the
front anil other elements tend to pulverize the land; all soils, but particularly a stiff, clayey one, will then retain moisture better.
When griiHS lands are top dressed
with manure, spring plowing, especially on Unlit soils, Is preferable for the
following reasons: Tho work can be
done early: the coarser manure is removed out of the way of cultivation;
the liquid will have had time to leach

dy

SOIL FERTILITY IN

Into the soil; weeds are not ao liable
to get a good start; land washing
Is much less severe.
Try both methods on your farm and
carefully note results. Comparison
with your neighbors might prove valuable, also.
Plow deep, by all means, unless the
Biibsoll is of such nature as to render
this impossible. Work gradually to a
greater depth. The land so treated
will conserve moisture better, holding
a greater rainfall.
The object of harrowing should be
to simply drag the surface, pulverize
the soil, kill weeds, and put In grass
seeds in the very best condition.
Shallow and frequent cultivation is
best. Deep cultivation is death to a
good root growth.
It requires more Judgment to do
rolling at the proper time and In the
proper way, thap to use any other Implement on the farm. Compact the
soil must be, but not hard. It is imperative that the land be harrowed
Immediately after rolling.

FRESHNESS OF EGG

BRUSH AND WEEDS

IS NOT IMPORTANT

Compound, a Most First Chicks Secured From Eggs
Allowed to Accumulate for
Element, Formed
by Their Decay.
Several Days.

Phosphorus
Essential

niv ir. it. BiiKPAnn.)
a clump of elder
bushes growing near the walk was
cut away. One evening In the summer, after a shower bad made the soil
moist our boys found something glowing at this point.
Through boyish curioBlty they dug
up the (flowing particles and found
them to be decayed masses of
last
summer's elder stump. The stump
had died and "returned to dust," or
hnd been decomposed to earthly elements and compounds In one short

Last summer

year

This glowing substance in the elder
stump and in many other decomposing woods, is of course a phosphorus
compound one of the moBt essential
things for the best soil fertility, and
one which Is now being extensively
used in the commercial form as rock
phosphate.
Rut there Is a good farm lesson In this
elder stump. If It gives up phosphorus
throuKh decay, then it becomes a valuable fertilizer, one which we cannot
afford to burn up or throw away.
Anil If the elder bushes contain
phosphorus, othir bushes and weeda
contain it. They also contain potaBh
and other needed elements for growing good crops of feed and food.
All farmers have noticed that an
old fence row when cleaned up and
plowed for a crop Is very fertile soil.
The reason for this Is that many different bushes and weeds which grew
In this old fence row drew up phosphorus, potash, lime and many other
mineral elements from deep down In
the hard soil.
Through the decay of the stumps
and roots of this wild growth these
valuable fertilizer elements and compounds are left In the surface soil
for feeding the crops.
On many farms all weeds, bushes
and wild growths are cut and burned
when they are to be got rid of. To
burn such things means to destroy
much of their fertilizing value. The
better way Is to plow the smaller
growth under whenever possible, and
to use the larger trash for filling In
needless ditches and gullies.
Here, covered with soil, they will
decay ami (111 the soil with Just such
compounds us the growing crops are
in need of. And, besides, all weedB
and trash plowed under or used for
filling cullies loosen up the soli for
better air penetration and for beneficial bacterium ilfe and activity, thus
rendering a double service in making
the soil mure fertile.
Tho farmer who maintains and inreuses the fertility of the soil he
tends muHt use every means for giving back to the soil large amounts of
waste vegetable matter.
This can be done most economically
by making weeds, brush and all manner of trash contribute their share.

It has been known that in every
hatch aome eggs hatch first. The
universal opinion, considered not an
opinion, but a fact, has been that the
freshest eggs hatched earliest, but a
correspondent of the American Poul
try Advocate states that he hus found
Just the contrary to be the case. He
trapnests the hens from whom! he
secures the hatching eggs, stamps the
number of the hen laying each egg
upon the shell, and also stamps upon
them the date of putting Into the In
cubator.
Last season, a little before Ailing
the Incubator, It occurred to him to
mark the eggs laid that day so as to
test out the theory of early hatching.
The specially marked eggs received
exactly the same care as the others,
but the surprising thing was to find
that the early chicks came, not from
the marked eggs, but from the others,
and to cap the climax, the percentage
of eggs hatching from the last laid
eggs was fur below that of the eurlier
laid eggs. If the late hatched eggs
had been laid by hens deficient In
vitality, there would have been a
reason for this, but the hens were all
tested breeders, and this explanation
could not hold. For a further test
eggs were dated and It was found
either that the date of laying made no
apparent difference, or that eggs laid
ten days or so before setting were
slightly more likely to hatch early
than the latest laid eggs.

PALATABILITY OF
DIFFERENT FEEDS
Care in Preserving Feeding Crops
Will Add Much to Their Nutritive Value.

When animals are confined In sta
ble and must eat what Is placed be
fore them or starve, hunger leads them
to eat things which are not suitable
to their needs.
The manufacturers of condlmental
stock foods recognize the high value
of palatablllty of feeds, and mix together fenugreek, gentian or various
other appetizers, to encourage cows
to eat larger quantities of unpalatable feeds.
The average dairy farmer fails to
take proper care in preserving his
feeding crops in such condition that
they will be most palatable and digestible. If not palatable, they will not
be eaten, and If they are not digestible
they will produce no good results.
Much of the coarse forage and fodder given IiIb cows finds its way Into
the manure heap without being eaten,
simply because the cows did not like
It, and what Is eaten fails to nourish
them as It should, for the reason thai
High Producers.
According to experiments carried on It is indigestible.
By cutting his hay and forage cropt
at the Maine station, high producers
are not nearly always reproducers of at the right stage of their growth, h
Mgh producers.
Medium producers can add largely to their palatuh'lltj
and nutritive value.
produce more high producers.
-'
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to the third woman In the tangle.
These letters are
mostly from society women, honorable wives and
loyal mothers.
I may as well

strike right at the
root of this bitter feeling in the hearts
of these wives. Who will say that they
are not satisfied In their Insistence
that the name of wife should not be
applied to the woman who has deliberately given herself to man's lust without troubling herself as to the holy
bond of matrimony not being entered
Into? The term love wife, when applied to an unmarried female. Is a
gross Insult; an Indignity heaped upon
the respectable women who bear with
honor and dignity the name "wife."
Webster's definition of wife reads:
"The lawful consort of a man; a woman who Is united to a man in wedlock " It Is Infamous to give to a
woman who is willfully unchaBte that
sacred name.
Call them "passion
companions," "love thieves," anything:
hut never give damaged affection the
name of that which Is pure and spotless.
Three women, whom the world
knows of, have come under this man's
spell. Some writers have put forth
the query: Why did not the first wife
give him up when she found his heart
had gone from her to another? It is
very heroic to think of what other
women can do under such circumstances. Dut If It were their own case
they would know it would bo quite as
easy to tear out the living, beating
heart from their bosom as to resign
the Idol they worshiped to another
woman's arms. Because some other
woman conies along and takes a fancy
to what we have is It Just and right to
relinquish one's claim to another? If
the wife whom he wedded was not A
"love wife" by Gods approval what
was she? The man wooed and won
her Innocent heart In all its girlish
purity, reverence and faith. She gives
up ber best years to him. When he
casts her off for a passion companion,
can he restore to his wife those years
with tbelr lost possibilities, which
have ended in loss of love, ruined
faith, and outlook of a desolate fa
turet With all this staring her In the
face, weighing down her tortured
heart, what is there left for her of
happiness, peace and love? She Is
the first and only love wife until the
day she dies. The woman who takes
her chances on marrying a man who
Is "light o love" must take her
chances on how long her hold upon
his affections will last. When a man
marries he can have no knowledge as
to whether the good Lord will decree
that union to be fruitless or other-WisIf children come, he should be
thankful. If they are denied he should
not rail against the wisdom of the all
wise. This fact does not give blm the
right to cast off the faithful mate. He
should love and comfort her. She Is
the more dependent upon him as the
years slip by. She, who by the subtle
art of family raising endeavors to
usurp the wife's place, will find her
road a long and thorny one. Passion
companions of this kind will And
themselves ousted In their turn by a
younger and prettier fasclnater.
e.

BRINd YOUNG FOLK

TOGETHER.

Now what Is Love, I pray thee tell?
It Is that fountain and that well
Where pleasure and rrpentunce dwell;
It la, perhaps, the sounillnit bell
That tolls all Into henven or hell;
And this Is love, as I hear tell
I

Where there are young folks In the
family it should be a bright and Jolly
When their days are enhousehold.
gaged in employment, their evenings,
so far as possible, should be inter-- ,
spersed with pleasure to upset tho
humdrum of existence.
This not only applies to the work
ing girl still in her teens, but to the
woman who has passed that youth
mark ten years or so ago. Life is
happy or lonely, according to the plan
one lays out Monday evenings there
is always plenty to do. Tuesday evening, why not tidy up the best room
and entertain two or three of your
friends who would only be too pleased
to have a place to go. Wednesday

evenings you could visit other friends.
Thursday evening Is usually beau
evening. A girl could accompany her
best young man to the theater or pass
a nice pleasant evening at home, playing some dance music, If the weather
was stormy. Friday evening Is good
for her to go to the movies or to attend some social affair, that Is tun
enlivening.
Saturday evening is devoted to the marketing.
Sunday, of
course, Is church night with the aforementioned beau accompanying her.
If parents strive their best to give
tbelr daughter a happy girlhood, they
do much toward smoothing the rugged
path which leads to her future. She
who haa a happy life of It turns a
smiling face to the world. If It Is
dull and lonely, it casts a shadow over
her. Parents or guardians of young
girls who deny them the pleasure of
inviting company to their homes take
from them their chief happiness and
drive them elsewhere for enjoyment.
The girl who fears to Invite a young
man to call upon her will be sure to
blame those who are responsible for
it later on If she is doomed to single
blessedness.
Toung men and young women should
have tbelr opportunities
of being
brought together In wholesome social
affairs It It Is expected that happy
marriages will come from It. There Is
but one youth time in the life of a
young man or young girl. It should be
remembered by them as a rainbow of
brightness which time can never efface. The good people of neighborhoods who give little inexpensive affairs to bring young folks together
are but living their own youth over
again in watching the budding courtship of youthful lads and lassies. Pull
the pretty bashful girls out of tbelr
shells; see that they Join in the
neighborhood frolics, tat no nice, single young man escape from responding
to the invitation. Young folks must be
brought together to look, love and
wed.

THE HOUSEWORKf
I have heard nf reasons manifold
Why love must needs he blind:
But this Is the heat of nil. I hold
Hla eyes nru In his mind.

"If the wife works at any occupation which brings In money and the
husband
is out of employment,
shouldn't he All In the idle moments
by doing the housework and looking
after the children?" This Is the blunt
question which a wife who works asks
me to decide. She dwells on her grievances still further by adding that she
Is obliged to to rise very early, get
breakfast for the family; she is
obliged to stack up the dishes for want
of time to wash them. Her neighbor
next door looks after the children for
a small amount until her return at
night. After her supper dishes are
cleared away at night, she has the
children to put to bed, the washing,
ironing, housecleaning and mending
to do. "My husband sits around the
house all day," she adds, "varying the
monotony by going out to search for
work, but secretly hoping he won't
llnd It. Now, while he Is at home these
long days, couldn't he take care of the
children, prepare an easily cooked
meal for them, wash the dishes and
sweep the floor at least? He says it
Isn't a man's work, and he refuses to
do it. I say If he cannot And work
outside he should be glad to do It In
side. Please decide for
"OVERBURDENED WIFE."
This case does not stand alone.
There are many hundreds Just like It
the world over. Few men are brought
up to perform household duties. The
excellent bookkeeper, accurate at fig'
ures, who seldom makes a mistake,
would find himself at his wits' end as
to how to escape breaking some of the
dishes he would be required to waBh.
Cooking would be an equal hardship.
He wouldn't know whether the making
of coffee called for a spoonful of bak
Ing powder, sugar or an egg; how long
it took to cook porridge to make It
thin as gruel or thick as dough;
whether to give the children bread and
butter thickly coated with sugar every
time they asked for It or not to give
them half enough to satisfy tbelr
young appetites.
There are husbands who fit nicely
Into the emergency. There are others
whom It would knock all askew as
being distasteful. Rather than to be
pressed Into the household service,
which goes against the grain, a man
should be up and doing, out looking
for work early and late, refusing to
accept defeat. When be must spend a
few hours in the home, love for his
wife should prompt him to do many
little acts to lighten the load which
Is upon her overburdened shoulders.
Assisting her does not detract from
He earns her gratihis manliness.
tude, which Is far more satisfying than
outside pay even. A happy, contented
family means that each does all In
his or ber power to help, regardless
of what the work to be done may be,
Resented the Insult.
one
The thrifty peasant,
day received a visit from his needy
who becousin, Han's the
sought of hlin the loan for a day of
his donkey. "I should be most happy,
good cousin," said
"but
unfortunately he has gone astray, and
I have no manner of knowledge where
he may be." The words were no' sooner spoken than the donkey set up a
loud braying from a shed In the yard,
I
"But, good
Nazr!" exclaimed Haflz, "there is surely thy donkoy at home and seemingly quite well." Whereupon Nasr-ed- din rose In great wrath and snowed
Hafti the door. "Begone, scoundrel!"
he shouted; "wouldst thou Insult me
In my own house by taking the word
of a donkey before my own?"
Nazr-ed-di-

Nazr-ed-di-

cz

HE IS "EYE WITNESS"

Although much mystery seems to
surround the personality of "Eye Witness," the official English chronicler
of the deeds of the British army in
France and Belgium, there la really
no doubt as to his Identity. Various
accounts have been printed In the
press here claiming the honors for
any number of amateur and professional writers from Lord Percy to a
newspaper man and
author.
As a matter of fact, "Eye Witness" is Col. Ernest Dunlop Swlnton,
D. S. 0.. of the Royal Engineers, assistant secretary and librarian of tho
Imperial committee of defense. Hie
family has contributed
immediate
several members to the army, two
brothers serving In India.
Swlnton made a name for himself
In South Africa, and gathered the
material for several Intensely Interesting novels. Under the pseudonym
be now has an Inof
ternational reputation as a writer of military stories. He is still busy turning out novels despite bis activities at the front.
When the history of this great war comes to be written Colonel Swlnton
will undoubtedly have a large hand In Its shaping.
world-famou- s

COL. DAVID

J. PALMER

When the Grand Army of the Republic holds Its annual encampment
In Washington next September it will
celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of
the close of the war between the
states, and on Wednesday, September
29, the same man who led the review of Sherman's army down Pennsylvania avenuo 60 years before, will
lead the Grand Army on Its last
march down the historic avenue.
This Is Col. David J. Palmer, national commander of the Grand Army.
years
Colonel Palmer is seventy-fivold, looks fifty, was left for dead on
the battlefield of Shiloh.'and Is now
a member of the Iowa board of railway commissioners.
He Is positively
the Hvest doad man still surviving
the Civil war.
When the grand review of the
Army of the West the Sherman
army was held In Washington in the
I.J
closing days of May, 1SH5. Mr. Palmer
II
mmi it
was lieutenant colonel of the Twenty-fiftIowa, in command. On that day the line ot troops 'waB headed' by the
brigade to which the Twenty-fourtIowa belonged; that brigade, by the
Twenty-fiftIowa regiment; and at the head ot that regiment rode Colonel
Palmer.
At the national encampment, last year, it was determined to hold th
asning(nn; to uupiicaie inn Krna-iiiiiem anniversary encampment in
review, and to march down the avenue; and almost without opiiosltion Colonel Palmer was chosen chief. It was determined that the same man should
lead the army who hud led it 50 years before.
e
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SIR ROBERT BORDEN
The announcement that an Imperial conference Is likely to be held
in London next summer, and that the
project has been the subject of correspondence between the British and
Canadian governments Is regarded by
Canadians generally as giving consld.
erable significance to the persistent
references, in Sir Robert Borden's recent speeches, to Canada's unsatisfactory status In the British empire
in respect of foreign affairs.
In the very first speech which the
prime minister delivered after the
outbreak of the war he made It clear
that In hla opinion the war and the
various Issues which It raised emphasized the undesirablllty of the
overseas dominions being without the
slightest voice or Influence In the
management or the foreign affairs of
the empire. This point he has
emphasized and elaborated
on In a series of addresses.
Ever since he became cromlnent
In Canadian politics, nearly twenty years ago, Sir Robert Borden has kept
before blm the Ideal of the Dominion with a voice In the determining ot the
Issues ot peace and war for the whole empire. It was not, however, until
1911) that his stand attracted more than Canadian attention
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WIZARD

OF THE TELEPHONE

Francisco
When the Boston-Satelephone line was formally opened recently.
President
Spalding of thd New England Telephone and Telegraph company paid
special tribute to the services of John
J. Carty, chief engineer
of the Bell
'
Telephone company, saying he had
done more than any other one man
to advance the telephone, outside of
Professor Boll and President Vail.
Mr. Carty's latest telephone achievement was the planning and carrying
out of the transcontinental line which
enables one to talk from Boston or
New York to San Francisco direct.
A little more than 36 years sgo
John J. Carty, then a poor boy living
where he was
in Cambrldgeport,
born In 18(11, entered the employ oi
tho New England Telephone and Telegraph company as a switch-boaroperator at the Boston office. He
made numcous Improvements In the
mechanism of the telephone and in
stalled the first multiple switchboard In Boston. Ileng transferred to New
York, he became an expert In the making and laying or cables. He advanced r.eadlly and In every department In which he worked be improved
the service and cut the cost .
Because ot bis inventions the farmers' telephone haa been made possible. His mechanism known in telephone circles as the "bridging bell,-- '
whereby any number of stations may be placed on one line without In any
,
way impairing the transmission of
makes practical and possible the
farmers lines now so popular In the sparsely settled sections ot ibe noi,vry
n
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
upstanding military collar of the
same.
The skirt is in two parts. The un
der one consists merely of a gathered
GOOD IDEA FOR SELECTING BE portion extending from hip' to hip, its
length broken by a false yoke seam
TWEEN-8EA80COSTUMES.
running several inches below the belt,
The back of this underskirt can be of
or taffeta, for it is completely
With Allowance Msde for Possibility satin
covered by the tunic. The tunic is
of Changing Styles, ths Main Pur
full length across the entire back, but
pot Must Bs to 8slsct
from the sides slants upward toward
Designs.
the ceuter. It la slashed through the
center and turned back over either
portion
As It is always a bit difficult to ar hip, with Just that turned-bacrange (or between-seasofrocks and bordered with fur at the bottom.
Later on in the season, when the
suits, the best plan to follow is to se
as possible, warmer weather makes one tire of fur
lect designs as
p that there will be no danger of trimmings, the fur may be removed
po going out of stylo too soon, and an attractive change made by add'
faille collar and cuffs,
writes Lillian B. Young in the Wash- lng
ington Star. Tben, if there should which color combines beautifully with
happen to be fur trimmings, be sure the olive green.
that they are so arranged that they
may be removed when spring comes, TO ACQUIRE SHAPELY ANKLES
The shops are showing many modish
garments, which later in In These Daye of the Short Skirt Its
the season may graduate from winter
Possession Is Something Orestly
service to ayrlng; in fact, many of
to Be Desired.
suits show re
the very mv light-clotband
of
cuffs
movable fur collars and
There used to be a time when our
ings
dresses, or at least the dresses of our
The illustrated model Is particularly mothers, reached to the floor, or so
serv nearly so that brush braid or coarse
commendable for between-seasoy
lea, made up in olive green Tlpperary binding on the bottom hem was
cloth with skunk band trimmings.
to preserve the fabric. In those
The coatlike blouse fastens in back. days, if the tiniest bit of
feminine
It must bo cut tn the form of a loose ankle showed above the shoetoa It
skirt, slashed to the bust was a cue for a woman to blush.
line at either side of the front to form
Praise be, these conditions do not
a sort of psnel that is pouched over bold todsy. What with our hobble
the wlst line. The material at the sklvts. slit skirts, tight skirts, short
skirts and now short circular skirts,
we have become accustomed to disWoman's right
playing our ankles.
to the possession of ankles has finally
been recognized, consequently pretty
ankles are greatly to be desired, as
they add to one's general appearance
and beauty Is Indeed a duty.
To Improve the shapeliness of ankles,
exercise and massage will do wonders. ' It will be found that most
ankles which are unattractive, or not
quite so shapely as the possessor
might wish, either lack sufficient
flesh or elBe are too fleshy.
(
IF your ankles are a little stout you
two
or
month,
can reduce them In a
months at the most, by means of a
little exercise ten minutes morning
and night. Remove the Bhoes nnd
stockings and cross the knees so that
the support is removed from one
ankle. ThriiBt out the foot and move
It around from the ankle In a twisting
motion, then bend It up and down,
milking sure that all this is done with
thi ankle bone. When one foot becomes tired shift position and exercise the other ankle. C. Eleanor
Mather In New York Press.
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BEFORE SPRING COMES
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Dentists affirm its helpfulness to teeth and gums.
Doctors attest its aid to
appetite and digestion.
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sand-colore-

Give the kiddies all they

want. Use it yourself
regularly. Keep it always
on hand.
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Cultivate the caving instinct

neo-essr-

(Here to

bow-eve- r,

turn-buc-

Inch material Is aide
enough to make the slip from. The
Oslnty Fabrics Protected by the Use oue pictured was ninde of dotted
SWISS.
of This Contrivance Quite
Slmpls to Make.
FASHION'S FANCY FOR SILK
Every woman needs several cases
for protecting dainty chiffon blouses Material la Employed to a Greater Ex
or separate lace waists. Where such
tent Than It Has Been for
waists are made of soft and very pliaMany Seasons.
ble materials they may be laid away
In cases or boxes, but with many fabWhllo one's attention la centered
rics their fresh, uncrumpled look Is upon cotton, one must not lose sight ol
hanging
the waist
best preserved by
silks. They occupy a very prominent
on a wire hanger and protecting It pluce In the wardrobo of
the up-tfrom the dust by a thin slip cover of dnte woman. All dresses
Intended foi
afternoon functions are made of silk
Delicate voiles or ottomans, soft taf
fetas, silk velvets and wool velour are
all used In developing these dressy
frocks. Distinctive effects mny be ob
tallied by combining these- materials
chiffon, jet
with
pearls, or adding to them bands of fur,
such as skunk, sable, ermine and the
popular ape skin.
The evening dresses of this season
are not so rich and daring aa those ol
lust winter, but In many ways they are
more pleasing. The textures are exquisite, reminiscent of tbe lovely fab
rics of the days of the Uallat renaissance. There are soft gild and silvet
brocades, delicate taffe'afl, thin lac
drawn through with metal threadi. sn
crystul and Jet embroldrred chlfont
Swiss or luwn. A yard and a half of and tulles.
Tn go back to the less costly matefigured material la enough to make a
protector. Fold together, muke a slit rials, such as silk and One cottona, iv
at the center of the fold about an inch which the majority of womee. are In
long through which the wire book may terested In these hard times, a danc
be slipped. Seam up the sides and frock or bordered organdie, taffota silk
hem the two ends. Attach ribbona at striped voile or cotton crepe Is not
both ends or the two hems so that the considered the correct thing. Indian
Inverted bag can be tied together. spoils News.
COVER
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lived in a shoe
hopefuls she knew what to

There was an old
dot
For her many yung
She made them most heppy with WRIGLEYS for all"
It kept them in trim at a cost very small
Spear-woma- n

The "Wrigley Spearmen"
want you to see all their

quaint antics in this book,
free! Write for it today to
WM. WSSIGIEV JH. CO,,

Qsw
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Activities of Women.
Miss Alma K. Boyd has been apHEALTH Ar.'D BEAUTY
pointed private secretary to Lieutenant Governor McClaln of Pennsylvair sweet oil be' applied to the skin nia.
Mary Plckford, the moving picture
after a blow or bruise, It will not turn
actress, receives a salary of $2,000
black and blue.
Peroxide and ammonia will bleach per week for 52 weeks In the year.
indussuperfluous hair, but will not destroy
The only real
try In the United States Is owned by
the growth.
Keeping the fingernails well mani a woman, Mrs. James P. Warba&s of
cured Is a sure cure for the habit ol Brooklyn.
biting them.
German tailors and dressmakers
When bnhy bumps Its head, rub salt have decreed that the prevailing color
butter on the spot. It will stop swell for the new spring fashions shall be
ing and keep the pluce from turning the Held grny of the German army
uniform, and in regard to cut tbe
black and blue.
If you are troubled by round shoul military style will be followed.
ders hold up your chin and carry your
head high and your shoulders can't
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
bend and curve.
Perspiring hands Indicate sluggish
Fresh
circulation and nervousness.
air Is the best cure. Bathe tbe palms They Are Closely Observing Pub-li- e
of the hands with alcohol.
Health Conditions.
Rhinestone Pitches.
Little benuty patches for the face
are now covered by a rhlnestone
which is stuck to them. This gives
a most amusing effect, for the, patch
does not show and the little sparks
This,
of Unlit are quite mysterious
of course, is not a serious fashion, and
Is to be worn more In a spirit of fun
or at a funcy dress ball.

ft

Have you ccen "Wrigley's Mother
newest jingle book 28
Goose"
pages in colors?

proflt-sharln-

sides is then draped up under the
slashes until the lower
edge
is even with the pouching of the panel.
This only applies lo the front,
edge defor the
scribes a slanting line toward the
back, where the length of the blouse
Long sleeves are finis unbrokeu.
ished with
cuffs of cream
colored grosgruln silk. There is an
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"Ghciv it
after every
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Szzczs around
each pedicle, good toward
e
merchandise.
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This 8oit 8hows Remarkable
Trimmings.
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TOO MUCH

FOR TENDERFOOT

Discovery That Western Life Waa Not
What He Had Anticipated
Proved Fatal.
"Tough luck about the last tenderfoot that struck town," said
Cal.
"What happened to him?
"Well, you know he come out here
In rear and tremblln', thlnkln' some
cowpuncber here in Cactus Center
was sure goin' to shoot at his reel
and make him dance."
"Yes."
"And likewise he was sure somebody was goin' to git him on tbe hurricane deck of a pltchln' boss and
buBt his neck."
Chuck-wago-

"Ub-huh.-

n

"

"And be was dead sartln that the
fust time he stepped out on tbe street
some frolicsome blade waa goin' to
rope him and drag him hair a block
Jest for fun."
"Of course."
An examining physician fnr one of the
"Well, none of them things happrominent Life lnxurunce Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the pened, and we burled blm today just
astoninhing statement that one reason nachelly killed by the ahock of diswhy so many applicants for insurance
appointment." Judge.
are rejected it because kidney trouble is
so common to the American people, and
IF HAIR IS TURNING
the large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA
that they have the disease.
According to this it would seem that a
Don't Look Old! Try Grandmother's
medicine for the kidneys, possessing real
Recipe to Darken and Beautify
healing and curative properties,
would
Cray, Faded, Lifeless Hair.
be s blessing to thousands.
Dr. Kilmer ft Co., Pinghamton, N. Y.,
,
Grandmother kept her hair beautiDr. Kilmer's
who
kidney, liver and bladder fully darkened, glossy and abundant
the
remedy, claim that judging
from eviwith a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur.
every
dence received from druggists
Whenever ber hair fell out or took on
where, who are constantly in touch with that dull, faded or streaked appeartheir customers, snd also indisputable
ance, this simple mixture was applied
proof in the form of grateful testimonial
letters from thousands of reliable citi- with wonderful effect By asking at
any drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and
zens, this preparation is remarkably sucSulphur Hair Remedy," you will get a
cessful In sickness caused by kidney
rectpe,
and bladder troubles. Every interesting large bottle of this
statement they receive regarding Swamp-Roo- t ready to use, for about 60 cents. This
is investigated and no testimonial
simple mixture can be depended upon
is published unless the party who senda to restore natural color and beauty
it is reported of good character. They to the balr and is splendid for danhave on file many sworn statements ol
druff, dry, itchy scalp and falling balr.
recoveries in the most distressing cases.
A
druggist says everyThey state that Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rois mild and gentle in H sction and body uses Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur,
its healing influence is soon noticed in because it darkens so naturully and
most cases.
evenly that nobody can tell it has been
Swamp-Roo- t
is purely an herbal comapplied It's so easy to use, too. You
pound and Dr. Kilmer ft Co. advise all simply dampen a comb or soft brush
readers who feel in need of such a remand draw it through your balr, taking
edy to give it a trial. It is on sale at all one
strand at a time. By morning
drug stores in bottles of two eiee 30c.
and $1.00. However, if you wish first to the gray hair disappears; after antest this great preparation send ten cents other application or two, it la reto Dr. Kilmer ft Co., ltinrlmmton. N. Y., stored to its natural color and looks
lor s sample bottle. When writing be (lossy, soft and abundant Adv.
sure and mntion this paper. Adv.
As Ever.
"Since the war began the women
Precaution.
Nodd You don't mean to say you have been taking tbe placea of tbe
men on the Paris street cars."
keep a diary?
"Well, they'd do It here, but tbe men
Todd Not quite so low as that I'm
Just looking up to see the day I was are too 111 mannered to get up."
married. This year I propose to pass
Attention, Mothers!
safe and sane wedding anniversary.
Write Win. Wrlgley Jr. Co.. 1304
Life.
Keener Bldg., Chicago, 111., for 28 page
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Croat beautifully colored "Mother Goose
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes. Jingle Book."
Sent free to all readAt all good grocers. Adv.
ers of this paper. Adv.
e

Swamp-Root-

The Zealous Youth.
The Employer If my wife calls
up say that I have just gone out.
The Ofllce Boy Yea, sir, I'll say It
every time blie culls up.
The Kmployer jYou mustn't do
that. My wife would have a poor
opinion or your truthfulness.
Tbe Boy Yes, sir; she has It now.
What do you
The Employer
mean?
The Boy Why, she called up this
morning and asked me If 1 was the
new boy. An' I said, "Yes, ma'am."
And she said it was no place lor a
truthful boy. She said you bad no
use for a truthful boy. Tben she
said, "Did you ever tell a lie?" And
I said, "No, ma'am."
"And what did she say?"
"She said, 'You'll do!'" Cleveland
Pluin Dealer.

Love makes the world go round, bat
revenge tries to square it.

If a man Is miserable It Is usually
'
because he thinks be Is.

I

)

Probably a
babe cries because it discovers the mistake It
makes in getting born.
new-bor-
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5 Passenger, Gray &
w
used Murine Kye Da vis, Elictrlo Lights
Remedy many years before It was offered as a and Sfart.r, 25 H. P.
Domestic Kj Medicine. Murine Is Btlli Com-

Hsh Ilealthjr. Strong,
Oculists and FSyaU'lnue

Ilea .Urol Eyes

pounded by Our Physicians and guaranteed
by them as a Reliable Relief for Eyra that Nerd
Care. Try It In your (yes and In Baby's Eyes-- No
Smarting Just Rye Comfort. Buy Murine
accept no Hubatltnte, and If
of your Drug-plaInterested write for Buolc of tbe Eve Free.
MUKJNK EYtS KEMKDT CO., ClIIt'AUO
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Greatest bill climber; t8 to miles on 1 gallon
gasoline. 10,(u miles on oue set of tires.
Hiewnrt Speedometer, one man top, 106 Inch,
wheel ban, Kti
Inch tires, wrlabt 1.9U0
Distribupounds. MKT, and CARTKKCAB
tors for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming.

The Colorado Cartercar Co.

1636 Broadway i Denver, Colorado
Turn Next.
UIVE AGENTS WANTED
Diner See here, where ore those
oysters I ordered on the ball shell?
IIP
Walter Don't get impatient, sah. I0UR
We're dreflle ahort on shells; but
rttsuLTa
to ua for
you're next, sab. Boston Evening
Hia

BROOfJCORN

CHEAP

Transcript.

bct

nATE3

ins'Jra'nco'

WRITE

LIBERAL LOANS MADB

US

COYNE BROTHERS

Contrary Methods.
"I see that in Europe they are IIS W. SOUTH WATER ST.. CHICAQO
having battles in the clouds."
"Yes; that Is how they are trying MWARDl. BUHT03I
Rneelmen prices! Gold, Silver, Lead, tl lOold,
to get in tbe sun."
Silver, 71ej Hold, Wo; Kino orOopper, II. Malllug
enveinpes and full prl'e Hat sent on application.
Mulces the laundress happy that's Red Leadvllle. Colo. Bet. Crbonat MM. Hank.
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
Wataen R.relemaa.Wssb.
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

"IMSIM"

Uoukstrae.
PATENTS Inju.ii.D.C.
refennosa,
iiest results.

HUB-e-st

old-tim-

well-know-

Kissing Microbes.
Bee a Swiss scientist declares that microbes do not exist In
mountain air at an altitude of over
2.000 feet. How do you suppose he's
discovered that?
Boiiluh
Ob, he's probably dono
some kLsIng at high altitude.
i
Belle

How much easier to make mistakes
than to unscramble them.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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Is on the roof.

Buy materials that last

Ask your denier ffr pmd-vc- ts
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Into the building formerly occupied by the 5 & 10c
store. We will be straightened up so that we can
sell goods March 15th. We have bought a big
stock of the newest and best in style and quality.
Wait till you see our coats and suits.
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PACIFIC. INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION IN SAN FRANCISCO IN 1915
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in June.

AT SAN FRANCISCO

THE TROPICAL SOUTH GARDENS OF THE GREAT PANAMA PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION
on Keb. 20. 191.V On tb. Irft U th. rolowwl (Im donif of the
Th!. panoram. nmh ome of the
.rchltoral ph.a f tht f t ExP'Uon tski
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menui palma and abruba from dlaUint corners of the flobe hare fonnd a new home In California.

A State Highway
has recently been introduced in the New Mexico
Legislature providing for a State
Highway along the Santa Fe
from the east side of the State
to the central, to connect up
xvith the Ocean to Ocean High
way kadine to California. The
sroad is to begin at Texico, passing thru Clovis. Havener. St
Vrain. Melrose, Ft Sumner.
Mountainair, and all other
joints along the Santa Fe Railway and will be a yreat thing
for the stase, especially to this
interested
part
Fveryone
should boost the proposition.
The new bridge at Ft. Sumner
makes this road possible.
A boosters' meeting in behalf
oi Ithis road was lately held at
Vaughn and another meeting is
to be held at Melrose on Tuesday
April the 6th., 1915 and it is
hoped that a large delegation
will be on hand at the time.
The meeting at this place will
give those interested an opportunity to decide on the best
route thru the brakes of the
A bill

Wil-lar- d.

I:

sand hills on either side of said
place. Dozens of cars are ex
pected from the west end of this
highway at this meeting, and no
doubt all auto and good roads
people of this end of the line will
be present.
For particulars about this
road, write Hon. J. W. Corbett,
Mountainair, New Mexico.
Don't forget the date of the
meetinff at Melrose on the first
Tuesday in April.

Clovis' Woman.' Club.
The members of the Clovis
Woman's Club met last Tuesday afternoon for their usual
program and social gathering
at the pretty home of Mrs. C.
Snyder, ever genial and
L.
charminff. who made a most
captivating hostess.
The history lesson for the a?
ternoon. ' New England" was
unusually interesting with Mrs
T. J. Burns worth as leader.
literature lesson the
The
18th Century, was very good.
A soecial meeting was called
for Tuesday afternoon, Mar. 30,

at the home of Mrs. Stalker in Methodist Church March, 14 A marked improvement was
playorder for members to read pa
Let us see how large we can observed in the orchestra
pers which have thus far been make the Sunday School this ing since their last appearance
omitted and are to be made up. Sunday. Let each member work before the public.
Tne solo by Mrs. Hendrix was
Later, the hours slipped away at every opportunity for the
a delightful surprise, as also
in the pleasures of conversation Sunday School.
Oater-holand another enjoyable and prof
Preaching at 11 a. m. subject: were the ones by Axel ,
by
spent
itable afternoon was
"Heaven." There will be no
The piano solos by Misses Elclub members.
regular preaching service at the
la
Curren, Fannie Howell, and
evening service, but there will
service. Hazel Kirk were pleasing numbers.
The reading, "Money Musk"
G. W. Jackson and Dr. w. F.
encore, by Miss Bayless was
and
Bayless will discuss the question
by all.
enjoyed
1
"what would do, were I the
B
pastor of this church." A.
S. F. Reading Room
Austin, "The duties of the
Entertainment.
Methodist Steward. " The pastor
Kansas
Concert
and ComThe
"what I would do, were I a
Kanedy
Company,
Topeka,
of
member of this church. " There
consisting
sas,
of
ladies,
Beven
will be special music. A cordial
will give a Reading Room Eninvitation to all.
tertainment at the Baptist
J. H. Messer.
church on March 17th.
special laymen's

a
Home Missionary Society. The progtam will be as follows:
be

Mesdames Bayless, Mason and
Callicutt entertained the ladies
of the Methodist Home Mission
ary Society at the pretty home
on Gid
of Mrs. F. K. Mason,
ding street, last Wednesday
There being 21 members present
The lesson for the afternoon
was made very interesting with
Ma. J. V. Rice as leader.
Mrs. K. C. Childera sang a
beautiful solo and Miss Jewell
Bsyfess, who is always a favorite, responded with a couple
choice readings.
A delicious one course luncheon was served and an unusually pleasant afternoon enjoyed.
n.

A Splendid Recital.

Chelsea Forbes and sister,
The recital given by the New
Mexico Conservatory of Music Miss Elma, returned from a two
weeks visit to Tularosa.
was a musical treat.
The inclement weather and
prevented
Mr. B. N. Harden, who
other attractions
many from attending.
came from Henderson County,

Texas, has purchased a tract of
land near St Vrain and will become numbered among the Curry
County farmers. He bought the
old Hathaway place adjoining
the townsite and another pla ;
in the Blackwater draw. Mr.
Harden will farm both places
this year.
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Sciatica, Neuralgia
and kindred trouble
It oea right to the

I spot, atopa th. aches
and paioa and makes
lilo worm living, bee
a bottle of
today. A booklet with

each bottl. fives full
directions for tlte.F
1 Don't delay. Demand
Don't ac-- j
crpt anything else in
iL
place of Anrdruf-- ,
supply you. If you live too far
firom can
a drug store send On. Dollar ti
Snanson Klieumatlo Cure Co., Newark,
will he
Ohio, and n brttle of
leut prepaid.
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